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Student's
-n1ysterious
death -stuns
friends
Police coiltinue
searching for
:rossible suspects
BREIT NAUMAN
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Chris Bonine broke the wooden front
door to his apartment with a splintering kick
when he learned that his good fiiendMnrrus
Thomas had been fatally shot over the weekend.
"I' was totally shocked and in disbelief,"
Bonine said, "It was like someone punching.
}'DU in the gut You can't descn"be the feeling,
b\lt }'DU knmv its there and you know it's
JUSTIN Jo~cs.:; DAtt.v EGYPTIAN
going to hurt•
.
This spuds for you: Members of.the Kids Klub program from Giant City School enjoy a game of uspud,': similar to dodge ball, during the
The sliooting has left Bonine minus one
aftem<?o.n.
The
tempe_rature
will
steady
ou_t
for
Jhe
next
few
days
with
the
mercury
topping
out at SJ degrees by
enjoyable
weather-Tuesday
quiilit_r, ·fij.enci There will• be no inore late
nigh~ d.mcing at Camoz or pis)rup basket- ·Thursdat_'_;.-_·,-~-.-;
. :... ·· -~.--.
_
·_·;;_
bill g:uneswith Thomas, whowasa21-yearold undecided SIDC juruor from Matteson.
Nmv the only thing Bonine has left is
memories.
.
·
.Thomas was found fatally wounded in an
· Update of
apartment at 315-B S. Marlon St early
the search
Saturday morning. The C~'N>ndale Police
the
were called by the residCJ!t of the apartment
:newS/UC
when Thomas was discovered lying on the
living JO<?m floor dead. Police do not knm11
. chanceifor.
the exact !ocation of the shooting or how
The national search for a chancellor began in
ANNE MARIE TAVELLA
Thomas ended up in an apartment ofpeople
DAILY EGYPTIAN
January with advertisements in higher education
he did not knmv.
·
publications. Since the campaign began, the comAPRIL
"He was bleeding around his house, but
The quest to find a permanent SIDC chancel- mittee has received roughly 30 applicants.
we are not sure he was _shot there,"
lorwill takeastepfurthertodaywhen a list ofinter"I think that we have good quality candidates,•
Adams said.
.
'
Camond:tle Police Chief RT. Fmney said.
vie\vees will be chosen by the search committee.
"We do know he was not shot where he was
. During todays meeting, the Chancellor Search
By April 20, the committee plans to have three
found.~
.
Advisoiy 0>mmittee will choose the applicants for to five finalists selected. These candidates will begin
Finney said the entire investigative unit . thepositionwhowillbeintemewedinStLouison campus iqtervie\vs on April 22
of the police force is worlcing on the Thomas
March 29 and 30.
Dwing this time the candidates will meet with month, SIU President James Walker announced
=· They are continuing in-depth interJill Adams, chair of the committee, said the f.u:ultyand staffin openfonum.Adamswas unsure plans to make a reconunendation for the ne\11 chanvie\vs ofneighbors, mends and roommates of
group will also discuss the inteme\V process at the if an open forum will be col)ducted specifically for cellor at the May 10 board meeting.
meeting.
·
TholllllS to piece together the facts of the
Kaiser said it is impossible to predict what roadstudents, but said students could attend the forums
shooting. • ·
"One of the things we'll have to hammer out for faculty and staff: It is also possible that the can- blocks could arise, but that they hope to proceed on
"We nave knocked on every door out
[today) is what questions we will'ask," she said_:
didates will meet with groups of selected students. schedule.
there," Fmney said:
"We're trying to stick to that time frame,• he
An open fonmi was conducted by the commit"The candidates \\ill definitely meet with stu~
Detectives are asking neighbors what they
tee on Fch.22 to gain knmvledge as to the qualities dents," Adams said.
said.
,vere doingand.wliat they were watching on
The University wants to have the new chancelthe University commuruty sought from a chancelScott Kaiser, spokesman for the president, said
television wh~n they heard gunshots to gain
Im; panicularlywbt is most important for the new the search committee has been worlcing hard to lor on campus before the fall semester, Kruser said.
:in ~ccurate time frame of the shooting.
chancellor'to achie\'e at SIDC dwing the next 3-5 ensure the search is . conducted thoroughly and In June it will be two years since SIDC had a peryears and the essenoal characteristics that a ne\V quickly.
manent chancellor.
chancellor must po= to achieve th_ese goals.
"We're pleased that they are going about their
-Adams said what was disrussed at the forum job in an expediel!t manner," Kaiser said.
SEE DEATH PAGE 2 .
SEE SEARCH PAGE 2
will be considered dutlng the inteme\vs.
At the Board ofTrustees meeting earlier this

Chancellor candidates
.narrowed down today

for

Students' objections tossed in ward system conflict
MARK LAMDIRD
DAILY EGYPTlhN

MURPHYSBORO - 'F.vo cocllicting ward
system referendums. ,viii remain on the April 3
ballot after. two objections filed by SIDC students
weredismissed'.fi1esdayinJackson County Circuit
Court

Th.e objections were dismissed after Associate
Circuit Juc!gr; E. Dan Kimmel heard ruguments
from Ed Ford, a graduate student from
Camond:tle, and Camond:tle City Attorney Paige
Reed. Ford' filed two separate objections to the
Camond:tle Electorol Board's Feb. 27 ruling that
the t\"O referen_d=. could stay on the ballot for
theApril3 election.

One referendum, filed by Ford and Rob Taylor
in December, would divide the city into seven-'
wards with one council member elected from each
\v:ird. This system would still allow the Jna}'Dr to
· be elected at-1:uge.
'
The second referendum, filed by former SIDC
professor David Kenney and City Council candidate <::orene McDaniel; is a combination of two
ward systems. Tius system, also knmvn as the
hybrid-ward system, would divide the city intn
four wards and' elect two council members atl:uge.
'
In his rugument Ford said the statutes dealing
with changing systems of electing council membeJs were biased when moving from an at-large·
system to award system. In other cases it is not

permitted to have nvo questions on the same bal·
lot in dealingwith changing the election system in
a municipality.lf the citywas under a ward system
and't\\'Oreferendumswerefiled to change to adif-.
ferent system, only one vrould be allmved, he said.
The judge asked Ford whether he had any case
law or statutes that supported his ruguments. Ford
did no_t produce any documents or evidence at that
time; however, he did ask the judge to have the
opportunity to pose a question· after the judge
made his ruling.
Reed said there are no statutes that would keep
both referendums off the ballot She went on In
say that during her research she found no further
case law that would set precedent for this case. ·
~There is clear language and no ambiguity~t

would allmv the court to interrupt the law other
than hm11 it has been," Reed said.
Kimmel said in his ruling Ford's question was
one for the state legislature and not for the court
"The legislature has specified which questions
can and cannot appear on the same ballot and the
nvo questions can appear on the same ballot,"
Kimmel said.
After the judge had made his ruling, Ford
asked the judge for a statement from the court
about the constitutional bias of moving from one
system to another. He said the statementwould be
used in taking the matter to legislature.
SEE nARu PAUE 2i
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Finney said police es~ates h3\"c Thomas being shot between
1 a.m. and 3 a.m., but could not gi\'e further details.
The shooting h:is 11,omas' friends like Bonine asking
questions. Bonine instantly became friends witl1 Thomas after
his friend Christina Fairchild introduced them. The three
would hang out in Thomas' donn room playing Donkey Kong
on Nintenda and listening to music. f.airchild said the three
friends were inseparable.
·
"We called ourselves the l\lod Squad;" F:tircruld said
"Whenever we went out together at night, the thn.-c of us
would stty out the latest.•
The friends ofThomas said he had an easy-going personality. He loved to play basketball, work out and listen to rap

News

DAtLY Em7TIAN

music.
"I tried to tum him on to Phish, but he never took to it,"
Bonine said.
The three friends had lots ofgood times together, but
Bonine remembers how Themas helped through a tl}ing
2000 Spring semester at SIU. Bonine said he w:is perpetually.'
dcpre;sed about his brother's death, which occurred a year and ·
a half earlier: I-Ie'said Thomas w:is a constant presence listening to his problems' and giving advice.
.
"I don't know what I would have done ifhe hadn't been
there," Bonine said.
.. . · .
·
That episode perhaps foruhadowcd what could have been
a great career. Bonine said Thomas w:is stud)ing. to become a
child psy~hologist. The death ofThomas is something diat
Bonine said will hit home with many people at SIU.
"11,is loss \\ill affect e\'cryonc who ever met him; Bonine
said. "Even ifyou just met him in passing, you'll be :ufcctcd.
That's ju~t the type ofguy he \\':IS."·
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Interim Chanccllor John Jackson has sef\'ed :is interim
chancellor since June 1999, when former chancellor Jo Ann
Argersingcr w:is removed because of managerial conflicts
with former SIU President Ted Sanders.
Jackson announced Dec. 5 that he would not seek th~

permanent chanccllor position. He plans to pursue !)ther
interests outside cfCarhondale.· · ,.
Sanders planned to recommend Jackson for the_ pcrma-•
nent position in December 1999, but constituency roups .
requested a national search. How=. :iftcr Sanders resignation, the search w:is put on hold until a permanent president ·
was found.
.
.
Walker officially took office in October oflast year arid· •
subscquendy_named'thc search COf!1mittee in December. . ·
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• Secretary cf siate .Jim Edgar led conservative Steven Baer 62 ·percent to 35 percent
with 41 percent of the vote counted in the
Republican Primary election for the Governor
of Illinois.
• All-Big Ten quarterback and University of
Illinois junior Jeff George announced that he .
would skip his senior season and make him•.
self eligible for the NFL dra~
• A woman in Thailand jumped into a pond
filled W:th aocodiles as hundreds of tourists
watched on in what police desaibed as a
suicide.
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Readers who spot an error in a news article
. should contact the DAILY ECYPT1AN Accuracy ·
Desk at 536-3311, extension 228 or 229.
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Washington State

PREMIUM APPLES
LB. Red.
Choose from Golden or .
Delicious, Fuji or Gala

.s1·
· ·. BAGELS··.' ·:

.Nancy Anne ...

· ··

.3 ct.p!'g:-AII ~~rieties

Post

CEREALS

15 oz. box-Oreo O's; 17 oz. box- .
Fruity or Cocoa Pebbles, 18.5 OZ, boxHoneycomb, 23.6 oz. box-Spoon Size
Shredded Wheat or 25 oz. box- . All Natural Raisin Bran

.
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ACsE recognizes staff
lhe Association of Civil Service Employees
recognized members Tuesday with apothecary jars full of candy, for ACsE Appreciation
Day. More than 100 members received the
gilt for their service.
A sister organization to the Faculty
Association, the ACsE represents more than
600 Ctvil Service employees and is one of the
oldest bargaining units at SIUC.
It is affiliated with the Illinois Education
Association and the NationJI • Education
Association. lhe group will also sponsor a
Charity Ball March 31 at the carbondale
Holiday Inn, which will include dinner and
music by the SIU Jazz Ensemble.

CREDIT
WHERE.
CREDIT
IS.DUE·.·

Ford donates funds,
equipr:nent to automotive
technology program .

EuL.AUC FllnS - DAILY EGYPTIAN

Marion Cathey, an office systems specialist in the department of faculty support in the Sd1ool of Medicine, accepts agift from Ruth Pommier
for her seivice in the association of civil services. Baskets of candy were handed out to civil service workers Tuesday for recognition of their
. contributions to campus.
'

Public Policy Institute takes
steps toward independence .
institute. The finn, which the institute him! bring in more spcrucas and host forums that the
because ofits improvements of other public insti- · Unr.-crsity or the state might not agree with.
tutions, offer.; the institute advice ori which com."If we C\U go~ to a point where v.-c got into
panics to ask for funding and how to go aboutrais- .. something rcallycontrovmial, v.-c don't want to be
ing money. ·
•.
· in a position where we would need to b:ick off,"
· · "(The new funds) wocld allow us to take on . Lawrence said. . :... · ·
.·
.:
CARLY HEMPHILL
projects that rcqtiirc more funds than \VC rccd,.-c
Bd'orc the furn was ·rum1,
University
fiom the University an_d the state," said Mike hdpcd the institute to decide ifa consultant would .
~~
Lawrence, associate director of the institute.
be b=neficial.. · ·
· ·
The goal of the endowment, although n:>t yet .
The Unr.=ity President's Office funded the
The Public Policy I~tiru~ is tiking a measure
of independence by hiring a conS!J]ling finn to. finalized, is bel\,-ccn $5 and SlO million. The $24,000 feasibility study,. which e:x:imined the
funds already acquired include more th.111 $2 mil- potential to produce Luge amounts of money for
. hdp increase the institute's funding.
The instin:te n:ccntly him! Alc:x:mdcr Haas lion fiom the federal gmi:mment and the insti- the institute.
·
The institute is paying for the S175,000 conMartin & Partners as consult:mts to hdp develop tute's prcviws fund-raising. ·
a strategy that will increase the endowments o(thc
The atra funds would enable the institute to tract with the finn with funds fiom Illinois FIRST.

Institute hires consultants
to develop,endowment
strategy

ihc

Money to be raised to change ~IUC_ trends
Localorganizations work.
to increase enrollment
of women via scholarships;

lhe Automotive Technology department
received a $16,000 scholarship donation and
a $14,000 Fo;d WDS diagnostic system from
Ford Motor Company Tuesday.
Jeffrey L Logan, of Ford Motor Company in ·
Allen Park, Mich., traveled to SIUC to present
the equipment ,md theck to Michael
Behrmann,' assistant professor in automotive
technology.
lhe Ford WDS diagnostic system aids the
technician· in their· approach to diagnosing
vehicle problems.
·
· Logan said that it would be beneficial to
Ford in the long run for automotive technolo•
gy students to have this equipmenl
'We find that students coming out of the
program need to have this training anyvvay. It
pays dividends for us too: Logan said..
Ford hires several SIUC graduates and provides internships for stude1 ,:S. lhis equipment
will help familiarize students with Ford technology, Logan said.
Part of the $16,000 scholarship fund will
go tov.-ard helping non-traditional students in

~~pm

.

LSAT prep class offered
A law school admission test 'preparation
program is being offered May 19 and 20 and
June 2, 3 and 9 through the SIUC Division of
Continuing Education. lhe program costs
$295 and includes all materials. Enrollment is
limited. Student may register by phone at
536-7751 or online at www.dce.siu.edu.

Internet crime captures
attention of law students

Dunn-Richmond Center into an after-work fun event
including samplers of!ocal eateries, a silent auction and
a menagerie of women artists from Southern Illinois.
Local theater students will 'perform select scenes from
Expert on Internet crime to speak at SIUC
"Saint Joan" and the "Vagina Monologues• at 4 p.m.,
.
Southern
Illinois Repertory
.ANDREA DONALDSON
ment agencies to stop these kinds of
D~ncc
Theater
will
perform
at
·
~us
Bode
BRENDA CORLEY
D1,ILY EOYPTll,N •
things from happening; Olson said.
4:30 and Loose Gravel, a local
01,tLY EGYPTll,N
"That is why Harmening is an
band of women, will perform
important link to resources that law
,
Nationally, the trend in higher education shows that . at 5:15.
Peter Olson reme.:iibers receiv- enforcement can utilize."
universities arc comprised of 60 percent women and 40 · The silent auction will be ·
Harmening plans to discuss the
ing a calf from a mother. whose
percent men.
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. and will
At SIUC . however, statistics from Institutional feature items like tickets to
daughter was kidnapped soon after three steps in investigating computchatting with someone on the er crime and to go through the varResearch and Studies shows just the opposite. SIU C's Shryock Auditorium and
ious categories of crime that can be
ratio is about 45 percent women and 55 percent men. . McLeod Theater, gift certifiInternet.
Olson is president of the E-law committed on the Internet.
Women's organizations in the area have been work- eates to local vendors, art and
Harmening said the first step
group, a Registered Student
. ing for the last five years to reverse this trend by raising Saluki-wear.
'Organiza•.:011 for law students. The starts out with investigating the
scholarship money to give financial assistance to women'.
•we want to raise· as much
. group
will bring William crime, ·conducting computer forenToday from 4 to 6 p.m. local groups will come together as we can; said Winters, who
for a fund-raiser, A Sampler of Women in the Arts, at will speak at the =nt. •we Gus says: You can
Harmening, di~ctor of the Illinois- sics and then the actual prosecution
Dunn-Richmond Center, 150 E. Pleasant Hill Road.
· h_ave m_anaged to. increase the
auction me off;
Ccmputcr Crime Institute, to'spcak of offenders.
"We have people that get into
'Larry Dietz, vice chancellor of Student Affairs and amount_in the past few years. anything fora good
atSIUC.
-- '. "This can really open your eyes the computers ,vhcn crimes arc
Enrollment Management, said the University supports I'm sure we would like to out
·· cause.
the fund-raiser as a way to hdp change the trend in the do oursdves: ·
to what is happening out there on reported, break passwords and
the Internet; said Olson, a second- retrieve deleted information,"
·
: ' . . .The U-Card approved. _ .. _......· ·
·. ·
number of women studying at SIUC. ·
Harmening said.
"One of the [ways] that would help us address. that e,•ent is also tax deductible, ~nd the procee~ will go
)'Cat law stud_ent from Glenview.
Harmening hopes in the future,
Harmening will speak at 4 p.m.
trend that were really reversing here, is to have some toward scholarships for women a_t,SIU9: ::
•
·
Thursday in room 102 of the Lesar a relationship with the Carbondale
more scholarship~Jor women.". he_ said. .
·
: "The whole thing is that women come out and have
Law Building to increase awareness Police Department will be estab· .The annual· event is co-sponsored _by :SIUC . a good time; said Carolyn Donow, chair of the fundof the dangers involved in computer lished.
Women's Caucus, Women's Studies · · and the raising commitfrc, "and men are invited too of coursc.9
So far this year, there have been .
crime and wa)'s to prevent it•.
Carbondale branch of American •Association of
University Women.
.
· '·Child pornography, the spread- 40 to 50 arrests statewide in Illinois
"Each of the three has a slighdy different function, • A SAMPLER O.F WoMEN IN THE ARTS.w11:.L·PROV10E ·'· ~.: ·.,:ing of viruses, soliciting, online because of adults kidnapping chilbut their 'aims have come together to support women's' AFTER-woRK FUN FROM 4 TO 6 P,M, TODAY·AT THE oiiNN• .·:
fraud and kidnappings stemmed dren from chat room use, and then
•from chatroom use arc i~sues that sexually abusing them.
educationt said Margaret Winters, interim vice chan- R1cHMouo CENTER.' TICKETS ARE AVA1LABLE Fo,i ss FOR
GENl,RAL
PuaL1c
AND
S3
FOR
STUDENTS,
sENIDR
·
law enforcement agencies deal with
The discussion on Thursday is
cellor for Academic Affairs and provost and honorary
open for all students and the
chair of the event.
~~~::::::1~~~'::~:-:.,~.DCEEDS GO TOWARD
.. every day. .
.
•1t b difficult for law enforce- Carbondale community.
The event will ·transform the atrium area at the

ii
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SIU BOT vacancy h,.as gone on for _too long
SIU's Board ofTrustees remains in
appoinnnent limbo while Gov. George
Ry:in continues co decide the board's
final makeup. The board, composed of
seven appointed members and two student tmstees, currently has three members whose term;; expired in
January and, following
the
retire-

ment of Celeste Stiehl iast Sep~mber,
one seat remains vacant. With several
major issues to be debated in the near
future, such as the ongoing chancellor
search at SIUC and medical school
improvements at SIU-Edwardsville, it
would beh:,ove the University to
have the present
uncertainty
resolved and
conduct its

Bill Norwood and Molly D'Esposito had
busines~ with a foll nine members.
both expressed a desire for reappoint. Aside from !he fact that _SIU's board
ment as early as Jar.uary when their
has three expired scats and one vacant
terms were set to expire. Since Norwood
seat, it seems that Ry:in has already
has been on the board for 25 years and_.
appointed members for the boards of
D'Esposito has serven for the past 12
virtually every other public university in
years,
it shouldn't be that hard of a decithe.state. Why then, has there been such
sion for the governor to make.
. a delay when it c.omes to SIU? The-govWe hope that Ry:in makes these deciernor's office declined to comment, statsions sooner rather than later. SIU
ing that the governor doc-sn't comment
President Jam·cs _Walker has scid that he
on appointmentf until after they have .
expects to make a recommendation to
been made. Great, so we won't know
the board concerning the SIUC chancelwhy they haven't been appointed yet
lor position at the May 10 board meetuntil after they'v:: been appointed.
ing. Although that date is more than a
Maybe politics is driving the delay.
month away, appointments were expectCurrently, the board has three
_
ed at the Feb. 8 meeting. It would be in
Republicans and two Democrats, with
the University's best interest ·to have a
Bill Norwood the lone Independent.
State law mandates that no more than full and complete Board ofTrustees
select the next chancellor for SIUC.
four members of the board may be of
The bo::rd's vision statement says that
the same political party. This means
the members "share a mutual sense of
that the governor would be able to
affection, responsibility and stewardship
appoint a member from either party.
In addition, Trustee John Brewster, a for the only s~nior system of higher eduDemocrat, said fhat during his tenure cation serving the people of Southern
"politics have never been an issue." So Illinois."We hope Ry:in shares those
sentiments and fills the vacant seats on
much for the political answer.
,vhat is the answer then? Trustees . the board ,vithout further delay. · ·

GUEST COLUMNIST

COLUMNIST

Can compassionate conse,vatism

really make Africans keep the faith?
In the wake cf poverty and African genocide in
racist socio-economic structu.rcs.
America, the illegitimate Republican president has
Despite the political rhetoric, the issue at hand is
brought religion to the forefront of domestic solum,t the economic or political woes groups of people
tions to drug abuse, crime and urban de11c:lopment.
suffer, it is specifically the "behaviors" that cause
President George Bush is proposing faith-based inithese economic and political issues that must be
tiatives that seek to give tax relief to faith-based
fixed. All of Bush's discussion of,-:tlues and mornlity
organizations that serve a community function in
point to this. The f:uth-based initiatives seek to correhabilit:ttion, combating "antisocial values" and
rect the mor.il inadequacy of a people who are
being the hub of"comp-J.SSionate conservatism"
thought by Charles Mwray to be genetically inferior
(which was coined by Mar.,in Ob.sky, who believes
and thought by Ob.sky and Magnet to be socially
welfare is useless without rcligiou~ input - no
dependent and lazy because of their victim st:itus in
material food without spirirual food).
this countty. Bush's meeting on Monday with 15 or ·
This idea of a conservative ideology guiding a
so Black minister.; and religious leaders show how
ben<e\'Olent socwl policy :urned at regaining the
this is specifically targeting African communities,
African \'Ole in America is suspicious to say the least. and seeks to win our support by targeting our spiriAs responsible Africans, we have to ask if Bush is
ruality.
trying to pimp our religious leaders and force govSome minister.; have renu.rked tha;t "Bush may
ernment regulation un community programs work •
be the first Republican president blacks have suping to eliminate crime and poverty for the betterported since Abraham Lincoln." If ouc minister.; are
ment ofits constiruents rather
sold, what happens to the politithan an obscure political interest.
cal opinions of our congregaBush's supporter.; are as fartions?
reaching as Myron Magnet,
My
We have to crirical)y evaluate
author of"The Dream and the
the ideological based programs
Nightmarc," and the infamous
N ommo of"racism" in public policy. If
Charles Murray, author of"The
,,-e choose to ignore the ecoBell Curve," both of whom have
nomic and socially based realibeen idcologictl contributor.; Jo
ties that in fact dictate the
"faith-ba.scd initiatives" and
actions and d:sp~te represenBY TO.l\rlMY CURRY
anlent supporter.; ofgenetic and
tation of Africans in the crimikyta_1wan@hotmail.com
social inferiority theories notes
nal jusricc system, we ha,,: only
Andn.·w Gumbel, a Los Angeles
one avenue to venture tow:ud.
journalist for die Independent.
\Ve have to accept that there is something wrong
The question remains for die Africans in
with Africans either culturally or genetically that
America as to how we must come to intetpret this
forces them to commit crimes or be economically
mor.il encroachment on eco,101nic and political
dependent. Africans have knD".vn since the beginissues based on race. The remedies offaith-based
ning of this country that there was not a separation
initiatives and community programs are not probin church and st:ite. The legalization oflynching, the
lematic in their existence, but in the polirical motives lack of prosecution in hate crime cases and the
dial accomp-.my diem. If we know the ideological
rc:lease of munlering police officers demonstrate the
basis of"conservatism" is less government intrusion
bias against the African. The question now becomes
on indhiduals and ~ommunities, are we seeing an
arc we ,,illing to let the id= that dchumaniz.c us
o:cuse to decrease social welfare programs and govb=m our attirudes toward ourseh'CS and make us
ernment seniccs? \Ve have to critically examine the
politically inactive against an administration based in
"faith bas.:d issue~ as being a scapegoat !"or the elimi- the denial of racis:111 but II)ing to ~ a racist faith?
nation ofgm-emment involvement in social welfare
and p;ugrams of social justice, because the mood of
MY NOMMO appears on Wednesday. Tommy is
the cqtintry and the Republican government is mov- a senior in philosophy and political science.
ing to the culrurnlisc siancc of"mornlity" and "indiHis views do not necessarily reflect those of
vidual agency" being rcsporuih!e for the deprivation
the DAILY EGYPTIAN.
of African communities in America, and not die

Putting life above.g~eed
·activists, including the Rev.Jesse
While then: are enough atrocities
being committed in the name of the dol- Jackson, have long pied for bargain vcr:
sions oflifc-saving drugs. While these
lar to sicken even the most stalwart
drug companies may have had their arms
American-dreamer, hop.e poked out its
long-hid head last week.
t\visted, thi~ is nevertheless a social statement of revolutionary proportions.
The AIDS crisis in Africa may have
F"mt it speaks to the heart of the
_
gifted drug companies with a conscience.
Of the 36 million people ,vith Hlv~
media saying, "Tell what's happening
and good will be done." Next it whispers
more than 25 million !in: in subSaharan Africa, unable to afford life-sav- to the activist, "Keep on shouting, some- ·
one will listen."
ing medicines. Bristol-Meyers Squibb
For maybe the fir.;t time, it paints
was second after Merck and Co. to Jield
U.S. corporations in a
patent rights for HIV
drugs last Wednesday
favorable light saying,
"No, we ,viii not let
so generic versions
can be manufactured.
-Guest people needlessly sufThis came after
fer when money is
South Africa threatColumn' the only barrier."
ened to declare the
Applaud these
AIDS epidemic a • .
companies for levying
national emergency
life over the bottomto eliminate leg-: 1
line, regar:lless of
BY MARLEEN TROUT
obstacles and place
motive. Then: an: so
marlecn@columnbt.eom
the ever-important
few times to be
meds into the im'povproud, seize this one.
erished hands ofics people.
Let that pride swell and spill over.
India had askecl South Africa for the
Let its warmth trickle through cold big
right to sell eight AIDS drugs available
business. Deliver the message that we
Americans want to fight virtuous battles
only from/atent-holding companies.
Merck an some 40 other drug compawith our ,vealth, hurling into extinction
nies were fighting the South African law the only thing that dcsem.-s it - our
notorious greed.
enacted by Nelson Mandela that would
allow the importation of cheaper versions, waving patent rights. While the
importance of !latent rights is undeni- r
able, when pitted against the suffering of Marleen is a senior in journalism. Hr.r
views do not necessarily reflect those
25 million, the right choice is obvious.
Health care organizations and
of the DAILY EGYl'TIAN.
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State's Attorney diiops
case against Taylor
Questionable
dismissal of former
USG senator may
have led to arrest
C!1rUSTIAN HALE
DA:lY EGYl'TIAN

The Jackson County State's
Attorney .'!as decided not to prosecute Rob Taylor, a former
Undergraduate
Student
Government member, arrested on
the chx:gc of disord:rly conduct
after :tllegedly disrupting a Feb. 7
USG meeting.
Taylor was arrested :md removed
from
the
meeting
after refusing to leave
at
the
request of
·
t
h
e

Q

-~;~~ff

"They fingerprinted · me and
took my picture, then released me
on my own recogniz.1nce," Taylor
said.
Taylor said the Jackson County
State's Attorneys Office informed
him his case would not be tried.
Upon asking for documentation to
verify this, he said the office
informed him there was not .'"Y
documentation they could provide
· him with.
T.1ylor said he was shown a log
bnok by the office containing cases ·
the St~te's Artorney chose nor to
try, which contained his n~;JlC and
case. He requested a copy of that
and was denied.
, "The office said that if the
State', Attorney chose, he .:ould
decide to try the case within two
ye~rs,ftTaylo1 said. "I asked for some
d0Ct1menta1ion that says that thev
arc. JI going to try the case nt"V,
•but they have the option to tty it
within a two year period. They told
me no and then they asked me_ to
leave.ft
·
When contacted by the DAILY
EGYPTIAN, the State's Attorney's
Office said no information could be
found 1egarding Taylor. No arrest
for Taylor on Feb. 7 is listed on the
Jackson County Circuit Clerk website
Taylor said he feels the State's
Attorney docs no, want to deal ,vith
this, which he said is obvious from
flippan• answers he has received and
that no one s,·ems to know where
his case went or could be going.
Since his removal from USG,
Taylor has ~ontinued Gerving in student government by sitting in Jt
meeiings as a proxy in the place of
absent senator.; wlio have given him '
permission.
Taylor said his Individualized
Learning Progiam cbss grades have
now been updated, and one of his
failing grades has been changed to a
late withdrawal while another has
been raised to a B.
These new grades should bring
him aLcve •h~ 2.25 GPA requirement by the end of the week,
enabling him to serve as a m~mber
of student government, he said.

r.

~~::;;: ·

~;~·°'-~·

rr }:i

· building

. ;•r~i?1.G?}fri .-

police offi-cers.
During ·the meeting's roll call,
1ayJo,:s · ·name wa~ not called by
lTSC Vice President Scott Belton
and Taylor questior.ed why. Belton
informed Taylor he was no longer a
senator becau~e he bcked the necess;J(y 2.25 grade point average.
The compfoint filed against
Taylor states that he "disrupted the
student government meeting by
being verbally lc,ud to the point the
meeting couid not continue."
However, other senators, executive board members and students in
attendance were being just as loud
as Taylor.'
After being taken out of the
Student Center in handcuffs, Taylor
sat for ~n extended period of time
within a police patrol unit. After 'the
long wait, he was transported to
Washing:011 Square to the SIU
Police Department.
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positions, \'isl our·"® sije al www.1lp1.org. Woai,g toge!hefl Makillg p,011ess!
Mal.ing a di:fete.'lC8 in our fulute, one clulc al a time.
TEACHER HIRING FAIR
2001,2002 school year
9:00 u.m. -1:~ p.m.
Saturday, April 28, ~001

Gateway EducaUonal Corr.;:l:ix
1200 N. Jefferson Avenue
SL Louis, MO
Cancfidl1es should brng transcripts and proof of certifica!ial IC Ille fai. Cooosel«s,

p$'/d1010gic:alexamilets,Speedllhetapists, libf3:la.,s andsubsli!uleteacherlareal.o
needed. Tentat•:e jolJ offttS. pendilg recotd c!>fds, will be made lo Uie mostp,cmlsing

candida!es.11qua1.ried.candida!es~behudlatlhe2001-2002&dloolyear. Ollhe
candida!etsavalable,rJ"'111ChitcffetSQll'lbemadelol:;oishlhecurenud~year.)
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differer.a, In our fulute. Fat more lr:l=atlon. please call 314-3-45-2295. If LNble IC
attend our Hlling Fai, you may CClrtad us at Human Rtsourc, D!vlslon, 801 H11111
Sim~ SL Louls,110 &3101.EOE

See you at the fair!
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Stitches through time
Local women's
needlework display
traces family
heritage
SARAH ROBERTS
D~ILY EGYl'TIAN

Before the days of female astronauts, physicians and police officers,
'women used their bare hands to
• make a living, creating personal histories in the process.
•
Needlework has been an integral
part ofwomen's history for hundreds
of }'elrs, from immigrants sclling
quilts for money to enter the United
Stales to_ mothers making clothes for
their children. In recognition of
these
accomplishments,
the
CarbonJalc
Convention
and
Tourism Bureau is displaying
needlework from area women as part
ofWomen's History Month.
The exhibit, titled Women's
Hands in.History, features an eclc..~
tic collection of about 50 quilts, crocheted and cross-stitched items and
needlepoint ranging from recer! to
80 }=ears old. The collection is the
first of its kind iu Southern Illinois
Lut one that Roxanne Conl::y deems
vital in P.-cognizing true women's
history.
"Women's history is so tied lip in
needlework, but it's getting to be

somewhat of a.lost art.1nis is a perfect way to honor women for hundreds of years of work,• said Conley,
special events coordinator for the
bureau.
According to Conley, a woman's
ability to use a needle has always
been critical, regardless .of economic
status. In the past, upper class
women who could sew were thought
to have well-rounded personalities.
Meanwhile, lower class women
sewed out of necessity to keep their
families clothed and fed in one ofthe
few acceptable ways for women to
earn a living.
Alth,,ugh such dire conditions no
longer exist, women ·continue to sew
for pleasure and relaxation, often
with female family members. Conley
identifies these emotional ties as part
of needlework's appeal.
"It's something that seems to be
very endearing to women, and in
particuhr, the emotional aspect.
· Everyone can remember watching
their mother or grandmother
sewi_ng; Conley said.
Linda Benz, SIUC's assistant
director of Institutional Research
and. Studies, is a member ·or the
Women's History Celebration
Committee in Southern Illinois,
which co-sponsored the display. She
chose to donate a baby-blankl't that
her mother made as a young.girl a:; a

thing to do because I had just found
it at her home, and we had talked
about how her grandmother and her
mother helped her m::ke it when she
was 14," Benz said. "It's special
because it's almost 70 years old, and
its the only thing she
really
made besides clothes for me and my
sister."
While Conley is unsure of what·
the bureau·will specifically feature for
next year's Women's History Month,
sl,c said the popularity of the needlework exhibit makes it a favorite to
return.
1t's been very well received, so
hopefully we'll do something nlong
these lines again in the near fitture,"
Conleysaid. ·
For Benz, the exhibit is_ a way to
not only reflect on her own childhood but to ruso celebrate an often
overlooked part of women's history.
"It's important to recognize•
women in your past and what they
have done to influence and impact
women today," Benz said. "Likewise
it's also important to have really special memories of your own past and
of what your childhood once was.ft

=

• "WOMEN'" HANO'- 1N H1sT0Hv"
WILL aE au 01sPLAY.FRoM I TO 3
P.M. OR av_,;PPOINTMl:NT UNTIL
MARCH 31 AT THE CARDON DALE

years

way of thanking her· for
of , ~;::E::t,::;:M:~~oR~:~~=:u,
making school clothes.
ROXANNE CONLEY AT 529-4451 •.
"It jus~ seemed like · the . ri~ht

·cARBONDALE
1350 East-Main
(Across from University Mall}
529-3451

-----------~ ------ ~--Dr. Laura Wooldridge
Optometrist

Open Monday-Friday 9:00am to 8:00pm; Saturday 9:00am to 6:00pm

Call today to schedule an eye exam.

Visit www.pearlevision.com
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SIUC students design new visitor's Students present
Spring Fashion Show
center, COql min:ng_museum
--...-::=~-:-,---=---------::::i

LIZ GUARD

STACEY ROlilNSON
•

DAILY EOYl'TIAN

DAILY EOYl'TIAN

Every spring, · seniors in the
Architecture 415 class work on a project
to display their skills in designing buildings. This year, the class' final project
has some possible realities in the
Southern lllinois area. .
A new visitor's center and coal mining museum has been proposed to be
built on Interstate 57 near Rend Lake.
The goal of building the center is to
attract more tourists to Southern
Illinois.
Recently, the National Coal Mining
Museum in West Frankfort was closed
for safety reasons. This gave students in
Norm Lach's architecture class a chance
to design possibilities for a new visitor's ·
center and museum and experience the
harness of funding for the project.
Tuesday, the students in the class
presented the first phase of their pro·
jects to classmates and eight other faculty members. The students presented
their blueprints, sketches and models,
and explained their ideas for the new
center.
Some ideas included a coal convcycr
belt :\S an clement of design, indoor and
outdoor theaters, restaurants, gift shops
and even rides in a shaft mine elevator.
Jacob McNeff, a senior in architecture from Timewcll, presented the first
stage of his design. McNeff 'said he
,vanted to present ideas rather than coal
exhibits because he thought that might
EUI.ALIC Fft'YC - DAILY EGYPTIAN
r,etboring.
"I'm basically using the project to Professor Norm Lach and Jon Bruenning, a senior in architecture from St. Louis,
throw out new ideas for the center. I discuss Bruenning's ideas and model for a new visitor center. Seniors in
hope they'll use some of mine," he said. architectur~ presented their-projects to das~mates as well as a panel of critics.
Lach, the director of architectural
studies at SIUC, said coal mining ·is ne~ds a museum tha~ tells a story about from his class with their creative ideas,
extremely important. in Southern the signifi~i.ce of coal in_ the region. may help the project receive sufficient
Illinois and it should be recognizr.d.
Lach also sai& there should be a visitor's funding to become reality.
"You probably couldn't talk to one center where tourists can go and find
"We'll take the 10 best models to the
resident of Southern Illinois whose information about things to do in . gGvcrnor and show him that we've got
family was not involved with coal min- Southern Illinois.
ideas for the center, and this will hopeing at some time," Lach said.
. Lach said that itlthoiigh the project fully bring in money to build it," Lach
Lach said the Southern Illinois area is all "pie in the sky" right r.ow, the help said.

Bright colors, spring flowers, a range of si= and shapes and
lots of personality and style is what will make up this semester's
spring fashion show presented by SIUC students.
The Vanity Fashion Fair Models :ire preparing for their annual fashion show presentation. This year's theme. "Spring . Co\'cnng the Spectrum of the SClSOn," will depict a variety of
spring wear in bright hues. The show will take place from 7 to 9
tonight in Student Center Ballroom D.
Nikki Cavitt, a senior in English education and president of
Vanity from Carbondale, said that she is cxtremdy cccited about
this semester's show.
·
"We put on a full show which is like a mini•prc:vicw, but for the
spring show we go all out and try to make it as sharp as possible,"
Cavitt said.
Cavitt said the show will have a dilfcrcnt feel to it and they also
phn to collaborate with the group "Cause U learn Through
Understanding Reality" on a special poetry section.
"Its going to be a dilfcrcnt vibe and this will add a little bit of
spice to it,• Cavitt said.
·
TI1crc are a total of23 members in Vanity and 14will perform.
Vanity \v:is established as a· Registered Student Organi7.:ltion in
1989 and its members consist of a number of multi-ethnic SIUC
students. The group colfahora•.es with otherorgani7.:ltions on campus in special events and also showcases fashion shows each
semester.
·
•
··
Jermario l'v1iller,a freshman in business economics and foreign
language and intern.itional trade from Chicago, said he ,v:is invited to try out for Vanity by the org:mization's president. After
Miller tried out he said he liked modeling and decided to "stic;k it
out."
This is Miller's second performance and he believes the show
will be an enjoyable experience for him and others.
"It's going to be a \'Cl)' nice shmv. We really prepared for it,"
Miller.said.
At the performance there will be new and returning members.
Male and female models nill be featured in swimsuits, sundrcsses
and formal spring wear as well as a spcclal section on spring hats
and sandals. The poetry section was added to entertait, the audience.
Jamal Brimage, a sophomore in visual communications from
Chicago, said this will be his first performancc as a Vanity mem•
bcr and he knmvs that the show will be a success. He said it is a
gycat opportunity to step into the "limelight" and meet a lot ofdif.
ferent people.
"I bclie\'c the shmvwill be gycat and I know a lot ofpeople "ill
come out," Brimage said. .
SEE SPRING

FASHION
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Brimage said he would
encourage people to participate
and support Vanity and its student
members because it is a fun and
interesting event.
"I enjoy modeling because it's
something I would pursue later cin
in life," Brimage said.
·
Vanity recruits new members
· each fall semester. The show is an
invitation for students to see
members in action and encourage_s others to try ou:.
- _.
Cavitt said as president, she :
wants to dispel the misconception
that Vanity is a black organization. She said Vanity is open to
anyone who wants t_o try out. She
said that one thing they look for
when· recruiting is the personality
to wear the clothes and people
,vith style and creativity.
·
"We're looking for people frqm
- all w:tlks of life. There is no specific size, shape or color," Cavitt
said..
.,
Vanity members said the show
will be great this semester and they
look forward to seeing new faces .
and people enjoying the show.
"Check us out,'we put a·lot of
heart and effort into it," Miller
said. "And if you like it, try out for
it in the fall."

Deferring. taxes with
TIAA-CREF· can be so
-rewarding, you'll wonder"·
Why you didn~t do-it sooner.
One of the fastest wa'JS to build a retirement nest egg •
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SR.As)from TIAA-CREF. ·• ·

Southern Illinois'
Premier·
Entertainment

Venue

Your ·funds are automatically deducted from your
paycheck, so it's easy to build income to supplement •
your pension and Social Se...-urity.* Especially since your
SRA contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you
withdra~ the funds. ·
-'-' ·
· ·· ·
And you may even be able to borrow funds against your
SRA-a unique benefit of choosin-g TIAA-CREF.'
·

IT'S EASY TD SAVEMDRETHRDUliH
THE POW_ER_DFTAX DEFERRAL
$102,068
$67.Si4

'Note: _Under federal tax law, \\ithdr~a~ prior to age S9~ may be
subjecttorestrictions,~toa 10%additionaltax.__ .

Ema,;ring the future
_for those who shap~ it."'

'
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$41,232
$31,933 $13,052

SU,609°
So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF~ low expenses and investINVEST AS llTTlE AS men! expertise help you buiid a
$25 a month
CClmfortable retirement We
thro~~~~~ ~~~ratlc think you will find it rew.nding
,___ _ _ _ __. in years to com~. ;
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In this bypothetlcol example. "'lllng l!lde SIOO a month in 1

u,-dtrcntt' lnva1men1 with an 8~ n,tum In• 28% tu
bnclel shows beutt growth llun the wne n.'I lfflOUDI pul

ln10 a uvinp ac<ount. Tola! rttumunl principal nluc or
lnvnimenrs will nuc,...,., and yldd may VII)'. The chart
above Is pr,senl«I ror lllustndve purposes only and does nae
n:fkcl attil>l performance. or prtdict future ttsulrs. or any
TIAA-CREFoct0unt,orrtlleclupense1.
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1. 800 .842.2 776i.
www.tiaa-cref.org

For mo.-e <Illl1plete infoonation on our securiti.?S products, ca.11.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully beforejou,
invest 1. Checl: \\ith )'OtJf instirJtion_fOt availabifity. 2. You may be able to in-.-est up to the IRS maximum of S10.500 per year. To receive a
pe,wnalized calculation of your maximum CO'llribution, call TIAA-(REF at 1.800.842.2776. • TIA.'1-CREF Individual and lmtitulicnal Servicts,.
Inc. and Teache~ Personal fnvesto~ Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Te.ilhe~ Insurance and Anni,:y Association (liAA), New
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L9_oking beyond the-surface of_ ~easesStudents' Legal Assistance
Office can help students
avoid pitfalls of leasing
apartments in Carbondale
CHRISTIAN HALE
DAILY EOYl'TIAN

Commcn sense is the key to leasing an apartment in Carbondale and can save students from
• signing aw:iy their immortal souls or giving up
pounds offlesh.
For many students, finding the time to sit
down and revir:w leases is nearly impossible with
class loads. When two or more students are planning on Jiving together, the time becomes even
more scarce in finding a place everyone can agree
,..;th.
Perhaps the hardest thing for s:-.:.:lcnts to find
is the one semester lease.
Emmy Taylor, an employee ofBonr.ic Owens
Property Management, said their business ,;ener•
ally does 12 month and summer-only leases.
"A lot of times students will graduate in May
and move out," Taylor said. "We have a lot of
places that come up vacant just for the summer

known about the landlord, house or apartment
and then are rcrcnted in August."
Taylor said that one-semester leases are hard before .signing the lease.
The other document is the booklet Your
to find. She also said the reason most landlords
do not offer one-semester leases is the difficulty Rights as a Tenant, which pro>ides students ,..;th
in releasing apartments in the middle of the year. different models of leases, as well as leg.il con"We do work with people in subleasing," tracts concerning roommate and sublease agree- ·
·
Taylor said.
. mcnts.
"There are contracts mthin this book that you
Students do have other options to conside·r,
the first of which is simply reading the lease can actually use which are legal _contracts,"
before signing it and looking for questionable Womess said, further pointing out these contracts are separate from the lease mth the landrequirements on the lease.
Another option is the Students' Legal lord.
The booklet contains information that helps
Assistance Office on. the third floor of the
Student Center. The office is ,..;rnng to look at a students understand a lease, the basics of a lease
lease before a student signs it
and common pro>isions in the lease that they
"We can tell you what we think about the . should understand.
·
lease and recommend what you should do," said
Topics ,>ithin the book include what happens
-Tricia Womess,lcgal assistance secretary. "But we when a tenant refuses to pay the rent due to bad
don't take people to court for _the leases, nor ·do conditions, when a tenant can not pay rent, when
we take landlords to court."
.
. a roommate leaves, when a lease is completed and
The legal assistance office also provides stu- when the landlord ,>ill not return your deposit.
. dents mth two important documents to aid in
WomCSJ said landlords often don't return the
their quest for a good lease.
security• deposit because there has been some_
· One of the items provides ideas and impor- dam;1ge _done to the property by tenants.
"There are a couple of landlords that say some
tant questions t(? ask previous tenants of the chosen apartment or house, such as whether or not damage w:is done by tenants when ir was there
the landlord makes repairs when requested, previoul to 'thci: taking the place,"Womess said.
She said one dung students ~ do is make
respects priv:icy and keeps promises.
A very important question included on this sure that when they consider the place, let the
sheet is what the previous tenants ,>ish they had land!ord know what is wrong before moving in.

STACEY ROBINSON
DAILY EoYPTIAN

There is a fear that most first-time college
students experience when they arrive at school.
It has nothing to do with finals week, the professors, the cost or even the food, but it has
everything to do with the people they have to
share a room with and the style of!iving.
Student! living in on and off-campus
dorms who have disliked their roommates say
that, at one ·point or another they either couldn't cope mth the lifestyle of having a roommate, or the restr:ttions ofliving in the dorms.
Van Voeun, a junior in marketing from
Chicago, s:iid he lived in both Mac Smith and
Schneider Halls before he decided to move off
campus. He said he disliked his first roommate
because of some "bad habits" his .roommate
had and he wanted more freedom. .
• "All he did everyday was get drunk and
smoke all day," Vocun said.

Te~ts
have duties
·to fulfill
MATT BRENNAN
DAILY EGYl'TIAN

· Mike Stover had his Mongoose
mountain bike stolen from outside his
apartment while the. outside lights were
not working. There is nothing he can do
from preventing this from happening
again because he is charged $25 per day·
· to leave his bike in his room.
Stover, a senior in radio-tclc>ision
from Chicago, .h:u some advice for tenants looking to n:nt. He has had problems with his lease and recommends that
potential ·tenants examine the lease·
before moving in. ·· . · .. _.:
·. . .
. . Stover also said it is a good idea to ·
check the condition of the place prior to .
Movingin.
.
"Check everything that is wrong mth
the apartment before you move in .to
avoid loss of deposit at the ~d of your
lease," Stover said. •.
.
Different landlords · hold tenants
responsible for certain aspects of their
rental property. Local propcity owner
Bonnie Owen typically does not rcq~
her student tenants ·10 mow their lawns.
'.'I wony about them not being time- ly,"Owcnsaid.
.
Owen's tenants are responsible for
Voeun moved out of the dorms and into an hygiene from Chicago, who chose· to stay on
paying rent and utilities. Owen said that
apanment complex, where he said he was campus, said so far she has enjoyed the dorm
· it is up to tlie renter to ask what utilities
more comfortable and had less restrictions. H-: life. She said she had certain things in com- ·
they are responsible for paying, and all
·'
currently has two other roommates· who . he mon with her roommate.
that information is av:ailable in the lease.
"We get along well because we arc in the
gets along with. Voeun is now content that he
She has a handout that she distributes to
doesn't have to deal with having any .student same major and we kind of helj> each other
renters, which clears up that information
beforehand.
.
.
..
resident assistants or bad roommates and he out; Clarke said. "[In dorm life] you meet
. It is also the responsibility of Ow::n's
has more space and freedom in his new apart-· more people and it's definitely convenient." '
ment.
·
· The convenient side to dorm lli'c Clarke
· tenants to acquire help from maintc"It wasn't :he best deal [Carbondale] has io ··speakiof, is the closeness to campus; the· s·ocia!
mincc·if thcy havi: a problem, Owen-said.
offer bur it's cool, I'm comfortable," Voeun aspect and oth_er things. But Clarke also. said
If something is broken or not work•
said.
·
that while there arc good things about having
ing properly, thr.' tenant will be held
Sarah_ Sullivan, a junior in administration roommates there arc also arc downfalls that
responsible for paying for it.
..
of justice from Anna, said she usually. com- can affect the relationship. .
_
·. .
Property owner Wayne Burke said
muted, but she finaJ!y decided to move closer
. "We: have the same· schedule, we leave
that his tenant5 are responsible for taking
to Carbondale. She couldn't afford to live by together, and ·co::ic home together,' Clarke
care of the home. .
herself so she had the choice of commuting or said. "Even ·though we're friends I think it is
· : . ,-"Tenants are responsible for keeping
having roommates.
.
.
necessary_to spend time apart too."
·." · · the hnuse clean and not tearing it up,"
"I live ,vitli a guy and a girt; Sulliv,m said. · All three students have had roommates at
· Burke said. "They are the same responsi"I didn't know the sirl _which was kind of scary some point and they demonstrate that it is
., bilitics tmt. a father and mother has
at first but [rivcral!J we get along." .
•
necessary to find ~omeone _to get along with;
when they live at home.• .
,. .
She said that most of the time she gets. even if it is the second time around. Finding
Most ofhis ten:mts are also responsialorig well with her roommates but everyone the place to live with roommates is also just as·.
ble for the trash and utilities and if they
has their day.
important, whether it is a _dorm rooni, a house
pay the w:itcr_ bill, trash is often included,
·
"Everyone has a bad point: Sullivan said. or :in apartment.
·.
. .
. .. · .
. but he reminds students to study the
"We don't always agree and somuimes we get
· · :· • :
"[With the roommates I have now] we all . ·, lease before signing it.
· into little spats."
. .
. ..
..
get along; except for the cleaning and cooking
:. · -~Don't ever sign a lease ,vit:l!out going
Stepha~ic: Clarke, s s~ph.omorc · in dental part," Voeun said; .
·
th.-ough it first," Burke said.
:

Get along with your roory,mate, -make• life e~sier·
. Student experiences with
the ups and downs of
college and roommates
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University Housing offers many options to fit most students
now lives in Neely Hall. Piotrowska said she
could not determine which was better for students; living on or off carripus.
"It depends what year you arc and what you
want to get out of school,• Piotrowska said.
Now a senior, Piotrowska said she wants to
concentrate on her studies and on graduating.
She chose to live in Neely because it is more
LIZ GUARD
noise regulated, which allows for more effiDAILY EOYl'TIAN
cient studying.
University Housing offers several options
"For Rent" signs are littering the yards of to students of all age.•. Students may choose to
nearly every home in Carbondale, The lease- live in Brush Towers, University Park or
signing process is in full swing as landlords Thompson Point. Neely Hall is also an option
tempt students ,vith a free month's rent and for students older than 21. The residence halls
other special offers.
on campus.offer amenities such as a lounge,
Students in Carbondale have several hous- kitchenette, laundry facilities and furnished
ing options available to them, but whatever rooms. Utilities, phone and cable_ services are
happened to college students living in resi- also included in the housing contract. There
d,ence halls?
are also several food plans made available to
According to SIUC's.student housing poli-· students.
cy, all single freshmen and sophomore students
Tony Dunat, also a resident -,fNcely Hall,
yoL1nger than 21 :lr! required to live in either ~ad different motives for moving into r. r~sian on-c::mpus residence or in University- dence hall. Dunat, a sophomore in adminis,raapproved housing.
tion of justice from Chicago, transferred to
Some students cannot wait to move out of SIUC last year:
•
a residence hall, and others willfully choose
"I didn't know anybody when I came here,
University Housing over off-campus livrng, so I moved. to· Neely to meet new people;
but why?
Dunat said.
·
Eva Piotrowska, a· senior in zoology from , Dunat said he sees no real ad~antage to livChicago, has lived ooth on and off campus ing in a residence hall, except to meet new
during her years as a student at SIUC. She . peopl~. He said. he feels· like University

Dorm life has
advantages, but
disadvantages,· too

"I can go and eat whenever I wan"t to, and
Housing enforces too m:iny rules and regulations, such as the requirement of a student ID the domis arc close to my classes," Cox said.
Rebecca Blackwell, a freshman in psycholafter 7 p.m. to enter the building.
"I'm 23 and I want my freedom. I'm defi- ogy from Chicago, has not yet deciJed if she
will move off campus or stay in a residence
. nitcly moving out next year," Dunat said.
On the other hand, George Rogalski does hall. While living in a residence hall, Blackwell
not view living in a residence hall as imprison- has noticed several disadvantages to life in
ment. Rogalski, a sophomore in forestry from University Housing.
"In the dorms, you just
Cicero, has lived in Thompson
Point for two years now, and is only ~ ~ $ @ move in with a person you
don't even kn,l\v, and roommoving three doors down next year.
mates don't always get
Rogalski decided to stay in a resiI didn't know
dence hall for several reasons.
anybody when I came along," Blackwell said.
rather live on my own
·
"My major is forestry, and all my
here, so I moved to so I"Iil
could do as I please ~nd
classes are in the Agriculture buildNeeiy to meet new play my music as lo~d as I
ing. I didn't want to have to worry
people.
want to," she said.
about commuting to classes,"
fJthough she believes
Rogalski said.
ToNVDUNST
there arc se\1:rrJ sh.'JrtcomRogalski also believes living in a
midcnt ofNcdy H.n
ings to residence hall life, she
residence hall saves money for stumay stay in the Thompson
dents. Those who choose to live in
residence halls save with food plans, and do Point to save money on bills and food.
Charlie Arnold, a freshman in communicanot have to pay utilities.
"Herc, the foe:! is always prepared for you tions from Winnetka, is transferring noct year,
so you don't have to get up and make your but said he would have moved out of his residence hall next year.
· own," Rogalski said.
·
"The dorms are good for getting to know
.Another resident of Thompson Point,
· Justin Cox, has also chosen University people and they're close to my classes, but
:
Housing life over apartment living. Cox, a that's about it," Arnold said.
"It's just n:it for me," Dunat said.
freshman in administration of justice from
"Living in the dorms i; more convenient,"
Pittsfield, enjoys living in a resident hall for a
Rogalski said.
couple of reasons.

· ne Stop Housing Guide

Office located

Woodruff
Management Woll &Campus
Jeff
457-3321

Woodruff, Bro!m -

"Ne, er
Judge a
. book by- its,,
cover.; •.
And NEVER judge a
.
home by its name.

City-- life
Eastland Townhouses
Some of the largest twobed roonis in Carbondale;

WID Hook ups avalible.

.-._On_e or One and a half bath,
W/D, dishwashe·r
- free parking
- May ·or August move-in
- $550 per month

Mobile Home Living•••
A lot of House•••

A little Money. . . · ·
•Washers;Dryers •Sun Deck
•Furnished• Storage Building
•Central Air • Lighted Parking
2 & 3 bdrm Prices start at just ·
$130.00 per person montlily!

· Vale· Apartments

Rent at Park

Circle,
College Arbor,
Oak Hills .

-Spacious, furnished, two
bedrooms,-·
.
May or August move-in
·$ 460 per month
.
1
free park~ng

University' Halt
More than just aPlace to Live •. Premier Residence'Ha!l
·It's the Way to Live!
•. Value Packed all inclusive pncing ·
Make Universiry Hail·.
'.· Fr~~ 9a?Je . · - · . a·
Your SIU Ho1ismg Choice! . •: . Utilities ,ncluded_ _ . .
_ .. _- _
• •Plenty of Parking_ .• · ·. ·
• Sin~le suites avt1ilable · .
·
,'. •,

~

•••

COUNTRY LIFE APARTMENTS
HICKORY GLADE APTS QUIET

1

.

·

:..•.,.:•;..f(;~ :.., ... ·

·.· ..

Located Eastof the Towers
@ 1100 S. Wall St.
549~2050
Htt~://,10_vw. univ~rsityhall.net ·

.• NO PETS PLEASE

Spacious, low utilities,
2 bdrms in DeSoto $350 / mo .

TONEY CORT APTSNice quiet 2 bdrms in the country with
patios and carports. Laundry facility on
site. Great for young couples.
$420.00 monthly.

1
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Many landlords say check your pet at the door or lose-your digs.
Furry friends not always
~elcome in local apartments
KELLY DAVENPORT
DAILY Eoil'TIAN

. Students toting a Fido or Fluffy to apartments in
Carbondale should heed the rules of their new
homes, landlords say, or they may be kicked out.
Many local apartment complexes - like Lewis
Park and some Bonnie Owen properties - enforce
strict anti-pet rules. Some landlords ~quire an extra
damage deposit for tenants with pets while others
.
prohibit anything with fur.
Just last June, Lewis Park, 800 E. Grand Ave., had
to amend their pro-pet policy.
· "There was feces ill over the prop~rty," says communit}'. manager Cherie Clany.
Because of ruined apartment carpet and irrespon~ible owners, the property managers at Lewis Park

decided to ban pets.
.
Now Lewis Park allows only small pets that live ;ri
tanks or cages.
Landlord Bonnie Owen, with offices at 816 E.
M:un St., only allows pet: in cert:un apartment complexes she manages. Though Owen's concern is often
for the animals themselves.
"Students don't always know where ;Jiey're going
from this point," she f"-JS· "And yllu can't keep a cat in
a Chicago high-rise.~
Some students leave behind pets when they go,
says Owen, who has found cats and even a snake left
on her property.
·
"Students especially !)Ced to think ahead," she
says.
Carbomlale Humane So~ety manager St_acey
Garcia agrees.
.
"Moving is the number one reason animals are
brought into shelters," she says. And there's always a.
steady trickle of homeless pets, she says.
Garcia's shelter sees the usual cats ·and dogs as well
as nontraditional'pets like ferrets, rabbits and reptiles.
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Potential pet adopters at the shelter go through a
s! .lngent application process: shelter worlrers contact
their landlords to ensure·pets are welcome. And they
also call students' parents to check the attitude toward·
pets at home.
At Garden Park Apartments- a privately-owned
complex approved for sophomores at 607 E. Park St.,
landlords say il"s a s'imple question of responsibility. .
"Students don't ~ care of their pets as well as
they take care of themselvest says General' Partner
Stirn Lieber, who helps oversee the property.
At Garden Park, emploY,ees use cameras and room
inspections to keep tabs on tenants. Anyone caught .
with a furred mend ,vil! be evicted; Lie_ber. says. And
they must p<'p for S250 worth of steam-cleaning and' .
flea spray.
•
·
All three b.ndlords do allow small'pets like fish or
reptiles. Some property managers say tenants may
keep anything in a cage. .
But Lieber relates the bottom line_ of living in an
apartm_ent: "We tell you, !Jie nues of the house and
you must follow them." . ·

lmt~iill
Students don't always
know where they're ·
going from this point
And you can't keep a
catin a Chicago
highcrise.

finding some of their
' unlocked bathroom
b~longings missing.
door from neighbors.
During
the The most important • Students should·aJso
have
th~ir
school year and· in thirig _students should not
the middle of breaks;· do is keep thek doo~ addresses. on any of
students can should
.Jot:<ed; The other
their keys, something
th~t begs- thieves to
• prn"ctic~ a few prething _is that they
come to· your house
ventive m=s .to
should ronsume
and
take
your
keep thieves away.
BRETT NAUMAN
Police say to always· · alcohol responsibly.
belongings.
DAILY EGYPTIA~
keep lights on, leave
· Choosing. a safe
TODD 51Gl.£R
place to live off-camspare . keys with
SIUC Ma: Lt;
pus can .Isa conPracticing a few simple preven~ neighbors and not to
tive countermeasures _will keep advertise
your
tribute to students
thieves at SIUC out ofyour.life and absences from· home. Do not indi-· not being robbed. Students ~
away from your home campus cate whether. you. are single, not always call· the. C:ubondale Police
home. or on vacation in the mes~· non-emergency line at :457-3200
police said.
·
.i
SIUC Police Lt. Todd Sigl_er s,ages on 'answering machines so as and inquire about prospective
said Carbondale is a safe city, to . notto_tip eavesdroppers looking for neighborhoods. Police.can.provide
live, but like any town you have to a quick swindle.
·
·
stucents with a crime history of the ·
guard your possessions against pea-:Living in on-campus_ resjd~ce area. Students should verify that
plethatwill try to takethem.~igler halls can be tricky. Students. their homes have s¢ficient light-·
said _there are two measures stu- become comfortable with.· their : .' ing; quality locks and· hopefully an
dents· living . orl of off-campus neighbors and becom<; luUed into a· alarm system: · Students should,
should always practice.
.
false sense of security and''tnist of-· always_ keep an' eye on suspicio\15
"The most important thing stu- · their neighbors. Police said if a stu- neighborliood. activities and' notify
dents should do is keep their doors dent leaves their dorm . room for the authorities of anything unusual·
locked," Sigler, s:ucL "The other -just a
llllDUtes to always leek . If students actually witness a crime .
thing is that they sh,ould consume the door. People living in =idence , they. can call Crim Stoppers at
7
alcohol responsibly."
.
halls should also avoid;letting pea- 5:49-COPS. ·
. .
Sigler said a high percentage of ple they do not know enter blJild~ : · · Pf,!cti,cing little •safety m ~
the burglaries .that do occur in . ings. There is ~o:way of knowing-- -..vil!· assure students that they.do
C:ubondale and at SIUC are results whether the ~on you let enter is not become victims ofrobberies. By
of carelessness with focking doors · a thief or. not Students ,yith suite '. simply following a few guideli~es
· or overconsumption· of alcohol; mates should always k.c;_ep · tlieirc. ·students can ,ma}ce their: house,
After a long night of drinking,. bathroom do_or locked: so ,thieves~ apartment or dorm room an.unatSigler s:ud many students.wake up cannot ~nter their· room .via. ~ tractive t:irgets: for thieves.

Practicing safety
measures can help
students avoid
b~coming victfrns

a,upl~

·$

~

Lmdjmd.

Safeguarding Jaome ~help prevent burghnies

Of ~ffi]PUlS Uk ~p,itng ~lLJi \Jljp-lt IDlight???~~ .
Yov, can ffiove:i

..r

BONNIE OWEN_

OnCampu:s
Sp~cial sign 'tlp :foroff
,campus stud~ntis
going 01?:-ApriL9~13!!· .
For·more:,iiifo:rmation call .
·. 453-:2301, ~xt. 39;

or 21 · ~-.
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716 S. UNIVERSITY··
Clean Rooms
-with Utilities.,
Refrigerator/
lv.Iicro-wave

•
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Students living off campus have the opportunity to add a personal touch to their living spaces. Corey
Jackson, a junior in cinema and photography from Carterville, created a personal spa by putting a
whirlpool in his apartment
·
·
·
-

· A.cross From. SIU
C!5

·JVP <;:o

529-3815 E!J

Decorating your space
Ways t<? give your living space
some taste, style and comfort
BRENDA CORLEY
DAILY EOYl'TIAN

Spare filled with nothing but air and opportunity
is before you as you stand in the doorway of your residencc hall room or apartment.
After leaving the room of your childhood behind,
deciding how to decorate your new living space in
collcge can be a challenge and even costly.
But there are ways to ~dd excitement and comfort
to your living space regardless of your cash flow situation.
Corey Jackson, a junior iii cinema and photography from Carterville, is an off-campus resident with
expensive taste.
,
With a whirlpool spa in his apa,1mcnt on Mill
Street, a 4-foot tall electrically operated waterfall in
his living ioo111, and black leather furniture, residence
halls just aren't-for him:
. .. ·
"I don't want to live in a shoe box,• he said.
"Living in a sinall space \vith someone you might not
get along with is too much of a risk and I did not
want to go through that." ·
But Jackson has paid· the price for his expensive
living and declines to discuss how much he and his
roommate have invested in such a living arrangemcnt.
"When people start asking how much this and
that costs," he said. "All I can say is it cost enough."
With the upcoming arrival of a Ms. PAC-Man
arcade game, similar to the ones in the movie theaters or game rooms,Jackson docs not mind spending money to decorate his place in a lively manner.

ch!~~

ffl8#3MMfWiffil4

t~o~fv~v~~
residence halls, I started collecting things
there arc still
for my room during my
ways to enjoy and
senior year in high school.
get the best out
This will cut down on
of your living
space for reason- spending a lot of money
able prices, said ·at one time when you get
Whit Vogel, a
·
-to schoot.·
· freshman
in
radio-television
.
WHrr VOCiEl.
· from St. L,>Uis:
fmhman in ndio-ulcvision from St Loui>
Vogel' recommends Target, ~-Mart and yard sales as the best
places to shop for inexpensive items to decorate residcncc halls.
·
"I started collecting things for my room during
my senior year' in high school," she ;;aid. "'.fhis will
cut down on spending a lot of money at one time
when you get to school."
Vogel also collects funny pages from Rolling
Stone and other magazines as ;i good means for wall
decorations.
"The Kaleidoscope on Highway 51 is an awesome
place to get photos for your wall too," she said.
Though space is limited residence halls, you can
achieve a home-style atmosphere, which some prefer.
Crystal Gardner, a freshman in physiology from
Springfield, spices up her residence hall room \vith
the things that remind her of home.
"Plastic plants, a small round table with a neat
table cloth and a center piece in my room make me
. feel like I'm at home," she scid.
Pictures of her family,' a large plush rug covering·
the floor, and teddy bears decorating her bed, allow
Gardner to'find peace and relaxation in her room at
the end of the day.
~That ls the kind of room I like," she said;

·Housing _lottery change enrage students
decision last Sunday during :i meet-· sophomores and juniors first choice
ing with campus residence hall dircc- md rising seniors last choice ofhoustors and assistants. News quickly ing, the new lottery system also,
spread by word of mouth, triggering denies _on-campus housing to fifth- .
BOSTON (U-Wirc) - aviolcntprotestlastMimdaythatleft - )= !><:niors. While they will not be
In a move that has prompted two $4,000 worth of damage.
certain until the May 1 housing
According to Hickok, the dcci- deposit deadline, UMass officials
protests and hundreds of phone calls
from parents and students, the sionisaresultofsupplyanddcmand. estimate·that the changes will disUniversity of· Massachusetts at The University currently houses only place about 100 students.
Dartmouth announced last week it 2,400 of its 5,600 students on camHickok maintained that because
will change its housing lottery to pus anil !us seen growth in both its the· UMass-Dartmouth campus -is
. favor current underclassmen.
fu:shman and out-of-state. student lo6ted bctm:eri the cities of Fall
"We have 5,600 students hat: populations. Sh~· said the new lottery River and New Bedford, stud~nts
off-campus have ample apart-·
and that: is absolutdy no way we can . changes seek to make housing distri~ ,
· house all of them. Nor ,viii \ve try," bution more equitable to all under- ·mcnt propcrtlcs to choose from. She
said officials have not yet figured out
said
Macve
Hickok, graduates. ·
Communications. Director for
."'There is an intent to have all. how the University's SS,403 annual
to
UMa;S::Daitmoulh.
four years represented on campus,":· .room arid board
Officials from the schools Office she said.
.
·
·
the cost of living in an area apartof Student Affairs announced the·
Besides changing to give rising mcnt.
GABRIELLE MOSQUERA
TttE DAILY FREE PRESS.

Don't be slow in
mak~ng living
arrangements for
. Smimier or Fall!
Come In and Pick up a Listing Today!
Bonnie Owen Prpperty
Management
·
·s16 E. Main St. Carbondale
. . Phone: 529-2054

living

chargc'comparcs

Some Units Are
·sophomore Approved!
Web address: bonnieowen.freehosting.net
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~@~ADS
~~ARTMENTS

~~

Efficiency & Split Level Apartments for 1 to 5 persons.
1 - 9 or 12 mo. lease
2 - furnished apts.
3 - full baths
4 - spacious bedrooms
5 - cable T. V.

6 - air conditioned
7 - full)' carpeted
8 - maintenance service

9 - prii1ate parking
10 - Swimming Pool

and yet, next to campus! ·

PHONE

ADDRESS

457 ..4123_

i207 S. Wall

Quadapts@aol.com
www.DailyEgyptian.com/D H/Q uads. htm I

EULALIE FRYE -

DAILY EGYPTtAN

Because she is a pet owner, Lou Prozesky had to settle in this trailer on Mill Street. But 'as you can see, it
doesn't offer the largest amount of space she would like.
·

Choosing.home life varies by individual.
Apartment, dorm, house
or trailer? It's all your choice.
STACEY ROBINSON
DAILY EGYPTIAN

a

·Now is the tirrie to consider refinancing your
current mortgage loan. If your current fixed rate
mortgage is above 7.50%, or if you ~ave an
adjustable rate mortgage loan that is due for a rate
increase...! can help!

For nine months out of a year students. can call
Carbondale home. Those students, who venture across
the Midwest and other areas to attend SIUC, have to
decide where to lh-e and who to live with.
Students like Demetrius Murdock reveal that the
most important thing in finding a place to stay on a college campus is comfort and location.
The choices students have in _Carbondale might not
have a view of a lakefront or skyscraper and is nothing
close to a condo or urban style apartment, but they have
a wide variety of houses, apartments, mobile homes, studios, and efficiencies.
Murdock, a sophomore in clothing-textiles, said he
was told that living on campus would be a good experience and he would enjoy the social aspect and'dorm life.
He said the: social scene was good and he got along very
well with his roommate, but he disliked living in the
dorms.
·
"Basically there's too many restrictions and a lack of
freedom in the dorms," Murdock said. "It's hard to
take."
Murdock said he moved into the Marshall Reed
apartments to escape on-campus life and experience a
new type of living rather than deal with the hassles of

Because current interest rates are low, I can show
you ways to lower your monthly payments or t~ke
cash out of your property, or both.

For more information or to apply
CALL KARLA GRANT 618-998-2009

1116 N. CARBON
MARION,IL

-~*~AR

MembcfFDIC

dorm life and student resident assistants.
"Fire drills, loud music [and·ot.lier. things] was a little bit more than I wanted to deal ,vith," Murdock said.
"And I felt like the Ms tried to treat us like little kids;
tliat's not ~vhat I came to college for."
Donna Wierzbicki; a recent graduate from SIUC,
lives in a mobile home. Wierzbicki said she has a roommate that was good friend but when the roommate left
she decided to live on her own.
· "The reason I live there is because I have a dog... that
and the cost,"Wierzbicki said;
Wierzbicki said while the mobile home is not the
most comfortable place to li~e, she found it to be afford-.
able and a good place to stay with her dog, Max. She
said there are some weatlier discomforts that come with
living in that particular mobile home. ·
"It gets really hot in the s.ummer and really cold in _
the winter,"Wierzbicki said,
·
The good side she said is not only the price but the
space and closeness to campus.
"I have a double-,vide so its really big, its less than a
5-minute-drive and on the bus route ifl ever needed it,"
Wierzbicki said
Octabio Flores ca~ tolerate living in sophomore
· approved housing. Flores, a sophomore in mechanical
engineering from Chicago, said she pays S210 a month
to live in Garden Park apartments. But Flores also has
to pay S50 for water supply and dectricity bills which he
said is not that expensive.

,,.,.,~

SEE

~d•m•
~r-~-\1\.LP~S MA
PRoh:ssIONAL FAMILY 2
BEDROOMS

f;"~/J

114 AIID 117 GOKDOH LAHE

~ Professional Family Neighborhood:

just off Sunset

~
"
;
It

b"; Dead End street

~ 2 Master Suites at 114 Gordon

~ 114 Gordon $880, 117 Gordon $820

J

••"'•

CEDAR' CREEK

2 BEDROOMS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

WEST BAIRD
Quiet510
Location
on !>IGck
long street
~ Cathedral Ceilings, Patio
t."; Available June $ 590
~

OillMID AVEfflIB

lg~tfi<>J:i~~~ l'o~-i~~iu_w ~ &~~se~c~f&6t:eman

Cedar Lal{e
~"' J Full Bath, 2 Jlalf BaUts

1t°' Garage, Family Zoning

b"; Wonderful Counby Setting. ~780

o";Available Auyust $900

FACES

ALPHA'S 2 BEDROOM HOMES·

~ 603 S, Logan_ $450

1f- 1000 Brehm. (fiat)..$580. . ~
..$580 ~"; 1000 Brehm (town) $620· .. 0 .
~ 2421'S, Illinois $580 ~ 7_47 E, Park
$620
""
.

ALPHA'S 1 BEDROOM HOMES

~ 1205 E, Grand
~"'

2310 S, IlliD0IS•

~°' 1000 Brehm

ft

s29.2013
(home)

http:1/www .dailyegyptian.comlAlpha.html

~

zr;r..

1f"; Cedar Creek

.

$460
~h60
ft
. $480
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SPECIAL FEATURES: Spacious rooms, Jots of closet space, garages, whirlpool tubs, full size washers and dryers, dishwashers, gas
fireplaces, garden windows, ceillqg fans, mini blinds, energy efficient con.smiction techniques used-lower utility bills for your

457-8194
Chris JS
(office) ChrisB8 l 94@aoI.com

CHOICES

,._
-

.

·.

HOUSING GUIDE

.£ilf::;,:::llfF
~

F,itness Ceriter

~ S~r1d Ve>.{/f/;jf,ball
C'ourt :->>:?/ •

~·.oishWasltersi'. . /.·-·/·,·~:-· "·•· ·

Tcfnnini,/B~d

.4): . Free"i:~Viiileo;.1?~j,,dis .·-

\:oJ~ ChE!.c~2~_if·f~'f?~:~i; plac; · .
\ .:/: tc.,,JK~~:;r~;i}:1:~r-bondaleH !

\ 1l'JoiiJifji,::--c,fi:'A°LL-:the FUN!!!

f/l~. _.YJ~ .·. ' .
:;Jt!i'1J(j)<filRI{lfiil .'
';;fIillf

,\~}t·;;{ff{~~{if;·~. . ~-

' . .,·.:·,'·/, .-•:·:.{::.\.~;t.'·/./·:::\...

.

· ·_: ·, Lewis· Park Apartments• 800 EqsfGrcir.id Av~nu·e ::~_\C:qrbc;mdale, Illinois 6290 l
..
Phone: 800-490-4835. 0 · Fax: (6) ~L:~49~2641

,_

~~~
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Apartment complexes offer
security, freedom from restraints
I:t ~els morn like your home

CARLY HEMPHILL
DAILY EGl"l'TIAN

, ... 1.:.:"

• than

the d@rm.s.

\IVhen Greg Kruse decided to move out of the residence
:1 ,,·
- Brad Ruble, seni~r in c:MI engir.eeriitg
halls after his sopl.omore year, his main concern was finding a nine-month lease so that he did not ha,·e to pay rent
while at home for the SU1.1mer.
TI1e Quads offered him this option, along with some resident assistants. TI.ere is always a resident assistant on
benefits of the residence halls i~ a more independent set- duty for emergencies and _to <>ccasionally enforce rules.
Although Kruse has not had problems with the resid~nts
ting.
·
Kruse, a junior in finance from Kankakee, likes that the assistants, he thinks this takes away from some of the freeQyads are designed in a similar fashion to the residence . dom oflivin;; off camp~.
"The Q.tads feel almost like the residence halls ,vith the
halls, with people always right down tl-ie hall.
· ·
"There's still a lot more p,:ople to do stuff with because resident assistants," he said;
you know people in the building," he said.
But this aqds to the feel:ng of security, in addition to the
Kruse enjoys the Qyads better because of the privacy codes on the doors to enter the building
that was not easy to find in the residence halls. He said it is
Ruble said the maintenance at the complex is always
easier to finish home,vork and other priorities before social- available to residents because the office is located at the
izing.
complex, unlike students who rent from some private land~
·
Brad Ruble, a senior in civil engineering from Pittsfield, lords.
has had a similar experience in Lewis Park.
When Ruble's dishwasher broke, maintenance put in a
"There's a lot more freedom," he said.
new one the neitt day.
Ruble likes Lewis Park better than the residence halls
~ytime we've had a problem they've conic and fixed it
because he has his own room and living in an apartin~nt real quick," he said.
allows him to cook for himself.
Apartment complexes offer students who are living off
He also takes advantage of the amenities offered by the campus for the first time the security of the residence halls
complex, such as renting free movies and using the pool with the feeling of their own place.
table in the complex's office.
"It feels more like your home than the dorms,'· Ruble
.
One complaint that ~ e h~d about the Qyads is the said.

Carpet tops Northern
llli!tlois U. ·dorm fix..it list
LINDA LUK
·NORTHERN STAR (NORTHERN ILLJNOlS

U.)

DEKALB, Ill. (U-V\IIRE) -MakeoversbySiudentHou.singand
Dining Serv.ices call for new carpeting, new furniture and updated fire
alamis in Northern Illinois Unn'ersity residence halls this fall.
Onr of the planned reno1-.itions ~ to finish carpeting all hallways on
resident floors._ Current!}, all have cari,et except for six floors in Douglas
Hall: D2, D4, DS,A'l., A4 and A5.
"Students have iirl"ormed us that crupeting reduces noise and provides
a more home-a~osphere rather than tiJest said Jeff Daurer; assistant
director for facilities for Housing and Dining. "Students like it, and we like
to take care of students."
·
Residents on tlie carpetless floors are split :15 to whethei: it\; a good idea
· to crupet.
··
'
"It really doesn't matter to me," said Sheena Johnson, a freshman physical therapy majorwho lives on Douglas A4. "I like the way my floor is, and
with carpet, people migh: drop things on it. Tiles stay cleaner than carper."
'Freshman Wayne Hsueh thinks differently. ·
·
·
"I· think I'll like it more," said Hsueh; a computer science major who
lives on Qouglas D2. "It'll look better and feel better."
Among Housing and Dining's other annual plans are renovating die
. lobbies at Lincoln and Douglas h~, along with replacing furniture. . ·
"I thinkthe lobby can be niorc stylish, more colm;" Johnson said·of
Douglas Hall "It is just plain right now."
Workers also ,vijl replace Douglas Hall bathroom and· shower partitions, rep.iir the· tUIIUel. between Neptune Hall North and Neptune
Central, install power-assisted doors forpeop!,; with disabilities in Douglas
and redo the insides of Grant Towers elevators. ·
The projects
funded through room-:-anQ0 board fees. _
.
"Everything we do to imprcwecl.facilities we do with die students' !iest
interests in mind," Daurer said. "We want this to be a P.lace where students· .
can call home."
·

are

The
Early Bird
Gets The
Worm!'

Reserve Your
Apar·tment Today
For Summer
or Fall

*

FREE Parking for Residents

*
*

FREE Visitor Parking
FREE Trash Removal

~ FREE Water & Sewer at

*

Sugartree Only

FREE Pool, Volleyball,
Are~

8t

Picnic

Quiet· Atn110-ph:~re ·
* Affordable Rates. .
*. Reduc.ed ·su.fflff1er· Rates
* Close To·. (,nnpus.·
Prices firom· $111s·
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S-U students weigh· prrcs and
corns of Diving in Carbondale.
Cartetville.
JOSEPH D. JOHNSON
"It's closer to school, closer to the
DAILY EGYl'TIAN
[SIU Student Recreation Center]
and closer ~o anywhere on carnpi•s I
Scott Petigjean Jives with a cou- want to be," Petigjean said,
pie roommates in a rented house
Davis must put up ,vith the
just barely off campus in immense problems that stem from
Carbondale. Justin Davis lives with not being in close proximicy of the
his parents and brother in a subdivi- · c:unpus..
sion in Murphysboro.
"Just the other day I left a disk
Both are SIU students living in containing m} English paper at
difforent circumstances. Each place home and I really needed to print
ha.,, '-~ own positives and negatives.
that paper out, but I couldn't
"By
commuting
from · because it was 10 miles away," Davis
Murphysboro I d_on't have to li\e said. "I explained to my teacher that
mth tlie probleJ?S ofliving in a col~ I left my disk at home and he said,
lege town or the police· and the '.Just run across campus and get it', ·
taxes," Davis said.
and I said 'My running across camBy living ~t home Davis also pus might take awhile."'
·
enjoys the privileges of free laundry
The daily commute from
and food.
· ·
·
Murphysboro to. Carbondale proProximicy is a major advantage duces multiple pl'(!blems for Davis, ·
for living in Carbondale, as opposw incluJing waking up earlier and the
to_ living in Murphysboro or: c:xtra miles on his vehicle.
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.Wedgewood Hills

~**~•

1001 E. Park Street

Living with my parents can be
stressful. They have this
tendency of not wanting to
let go and let me live
my own life.
JUSTIN l>AVIS
SIU sru&nt lning olf-cunpus

"THE BLUE BUILDING
ON THE HILL"

Housing costs is a major negative
. of living in Car-bondale.
"I. have friends who pay SlSO· a
month for rent in Murphysboro and
have no roommates," said Petigjean,
who pays S225 a month to st:iy in
his residence.
Davis also sees aspects of living
at home that can pose as a problem.
"Living with my parents can be
stressful," Davis said. "Th_ey have
this tendency of not wanting to let
go and let me live my c;>wn life."

11 Fumished 2 & 3 Bedroom lk>bile Homes
•New Tovmhouse Apts. Ready in Woat
•2 Bdm1, 2 112 Balhs, Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher, and Decks!
•Laundromat; Open 7-11 dai_ly

Stop by Wedgewood HUis
or call l..oretta Cooley
549-5596
Hours: 1-5 p.m. M-F

Gr?Ab &n' Go:-. An instant success
STAFF REPORT
DAJLY EGYl'TlAN

The existing Lentz Hall Grab 'n' Go will be moved to
the more spacious dining room 4. TI1e Lakeside Deli ,vill
also be moved.from the basement, equipped mth new
• items and combined· with the new Grab 'n' Go."The
Dale Bruns st:olls around the Trueblood Hall Grab 'r{ Lakeside Deli is increas:ng its variety for the students' con~Go, moving a wet-floor sign from the path of a customer, venience," said Peggy Corley, associate director of
keeping a proud look on his face.
Housing/residence hall dining.
Bruns, unit manager at Trueblood Hall,
In addition to the extra variety, there are
keeps an eye on overall smoothness at the
e,,.tended hours. The facilities are open from
Grab 'n' · Ge,· which incorporated new It's unbelievable how 6 p.m. to midnight on Sunday, 7 a.m. to
much business we' re midnight Monaay through Thooday and 7
options and a n:w look this semester.
The changes were such a rut with studoing her~. 1can't
a.m. to 7 P·l:1' on Friday.
The payment method of using points to
dents, · they were brought to Lentz and
express how much put prices on iter.iswith 10 points per swi.pe
Grinnell halls last full.
"It's unbelievable . how. much businesskid~ love this.
.will remain. But larger items, like bags of
we're doing here," Bnms said.
.
DALE BRUNS
chips, cost about 18 points, which equals..
To.make· the quick dining method more
unit 1TW1aga-•tTrucbiood H2lls
almost two swipes.
of a convenience, Trueblood took its once
Gr.ab'n'Go
Bruns said he thinks the changes to
fast-food api=rance and !llade it look more
Lentz and Grinnell ,vill- result in an influx
likea_7-Eli:\•en.
·
.
. · ·
.
of customers like what occurred at
Tiie area includes a Campbell's Soup stand; 13°ounce Trueblood Ha!L ·The first dav of the new Grab 'n' Go at
bags of chips, an area reserved for Uncle Ben's Rice Bowls Trueblood Hall; there ~vere 3;900 card swipes.
and a freezer housing frozen hamburgers and pi=s.
.
While th<? variety is for the students' convenience, cerNellidene Howell; a senior in .interior design from· . tain precautions had to be taken to ensure the safety of the
Quincy, lived' i_n Thompson• Point last sei:nester and, was new items. The facility now sits u_nder the watchful eyes of
shocked to see the difference between the Grab 'r{ Go at •several securil}' cameras and the inventory stays secure
Lentz Hall and"the one.at Trueblood Hall.
within a cage in a back room.·
• "Tius one has a lot more variety," Howell said she
Although securicy had to be lieefed up, ~runs said the
sorted tluoug~ the.frozen foods.
.
changes are there for. the benefit of the students.
Special modifications will:be made in Lentz Hall with
"I· can't express how much the kids !ave this/ Bruns
no extra ch:uge _to the students to incotpomte the updated said.
f~•'.on-the-go facility.

f «•· .~
. . ._
- . ®,a·

• Private Rooms
. • Upper C:::Ias~. Graduates,
+ International Students
• $200/mo. Summ~r. $215/mo. Semi-Furnished
• Cooking Facilities
.
• Laundromat on P:remises
• Close to SIU, Free Parking
• Cable T,V. Lounge
• Offering 9 & ·12 month leases. -

AU nfilites included with A/C, Well M~intaine~
on· site manage~ent, open all year.

as

549-2831

6HE.Park

r-· ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ----

CITY INSPECTW.AND APPROV!m

Aoaitments

::Brentwood Comn1ons:
I

806 ½N; Bridge (frlp!er.):..j/3-5 · 423 W. Monro&-#4; 5
Luxury. Efficiencies
423 W. Monroe-ff I
905 W. Sycamore-#3
(Grad. & L9w Students.,Prefe_rred), •210 S. Springer-li2
·
408 s. Poplar#L2,3A.5,6,7~8905 W; Sycamore42

**·

.- · :. Ism

I.
J!

N_ 0

'Pe"ts

ij,· -_-6_ 84_ :-:_4_1.45.

~C~ntral

or 684'"6862 ·

(with coupon only)

All Have w'ashJ~-~d Dryer

· fREE T~s~ & ~IOWING

:_ ,i

*50o/o OFF 1ST MONTH'S RENT

Houses

1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom Furnlshed•Apartments
2 Bedroom
Q. Bedroom
·
- •. 2; 3, & 48earoom Houses
.804 N. Bridge sf
309; 407 s: James
, (Wrth w/d a. carports)
804'½ ·N. Bridge st: 422 W. $}'cafnore*
·
·
502 N. Davis
Mumhvsboro Location
505 N. Davis
Luxury3Bedroom.ll/2Balh.W/D,C/A. PalioondGaroge. 401S. Oakland*
,BeAr.oom
4 u,,
· ·
·
405W.Sycamore*

Air.

:~:~~6;~~:;B
w:
911

Sycamore

I
I

8aJck to
S@h@@I 5peGi&dU

FJ!EEWA'.IFR & TRASH
. l Bedroom
. 2 Bedroom
806 NJ Bridge {1:luplex}#l-2 · · 805Vl:Ma!M14-5

BARGAIN RENIALS2 M1LEs wm or KROGER wm · :

I

*srARTING $210/MONTH
I•

I
I
I

*STUDIOS
. & 1 BEDROOM
1

:*wATERlTRASH LAUNDRY ON SITE

z~3hr~!:~;;:havec/c)

l70lW. Sycamore

250 S. Lewis Ln. Call 457-2403

I - ~ · - ____ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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University Housing provides Ethernet for students
STAFF REl'Ol!T
D,\IL\' EGl'rTIAS

After 1ro,uhs uf .!clay because of legal
questions, Ethernet was installed on East
Campus fa5t tall.
Thcodis Garth,'a \Vright II Hall resident
since 1997, s?.id he recognizer. more people
have invested ;n computers on his side of
cam11us and said the Ethernet connection
"came right on time for them."
"Il gives students the opportunity to get on
the Internet really fast, which is an ad,•antage,• said Garth, a senior in information sp·
terns technology from Chicago.
"Studer.cs ha,·c had it in [Thompson
Point] for a long time now, and I thought it
was about time that it came o,·cr here."
Ethernet is a device that allows computer
users to connect to the Internet at much
quicker speeds than modems and eliminates
the need to connect thro:.igh phone lines. The

hardware required is a IOba;c T Ethernet Card
in the computer and a 10 tol5 foot Category
5 cable with RJ45 connectors on both ends.
The SIU Boad of Trustees approved
S'JiXl,000 for the project but University officials expected to pay more than SI million to
connect East Campus, had administration not
apprO\·ed the use of SIUC Physical Plant
employees to complete the project.
After the installation of the Ethernet for
Thompson Point was completed in 1998,
Glenn Poshard, vice chancellor for
Administration, hoped to extend an outside
contract with GTE for East Campus.
However, the University's legal counsel
informed him that a contract for the area
needed a new bid process. This meant the
project would have been completed by the end
of summer 2001.
Univmity Housin,; funded the project,
which w-as designed and installed by the
Physical Plant employees. Information
Technology employees sclecterl ::nd purchiscd

the necessary hardwan:, and Telephone Services [Internet use] is just exploding and [Ethernet] is
something that is just expected. So we're glad it's
assisted GTE with wiring.
Poshard said he and the administration in."
The newly wired area of campus will provide
appreciated the efforts made by the various
groups in getting East Campus wired for the fall. better access for research and teaching support,
"I"m very, very proud of our people. They while clearing the way for a campus-,Yidc comspent a tremendous amount of time over sum- puter rerlacement plan, Poshard said.
"Finally completing all of our residence halls
mer working on this very hard,w Poshard said.
"Not only did they get it done a year early, but ,Yith high-fiber connectivity is one step, but it's
we brough, it in at 5650,000. So we saved the the first step," Poshard said. "We have to now
complete all the other buildings on campus, as
University about $250,000 on this project."
Glenn Stine, the assistant housing director well as the labi and the classrooms that need to
for facilities, said the biggest challenge the be connccted.w
groups had in completing the project was sched- . Poshard said the ability to recruit and retain
uling th~ work between regular cleaning and students should been strengthened because of
maintenance and ongoing confcrmccs this sum- the Ethernet connection.
"In this day in time, the one expectation that
mer. The confcrcm:es included a Christ-InYouth camp, which consisted of more than students have when they come to a major uni3,000 people housed in residence halls for about versity, is that they have a full range of access to
three weeks.
the Internet and to e-mail," Poshard said. "And
"We had a pretty short ,Yindow to get the they don't want to 'have to go to a computer lab
work done. Each and every room had to be or even somewhere off-campus to find that
worked ant Stine said. "Everybody knows how accessibility."

New stnoking restric_tioris at Brown u·niversity
ETHAN HOROWITZ
BRo•i·s DAILY HERALn

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UWIRE) - Smoking will be banned
from all campus residence halls and
eating facilities beginning this fall at
Brown University.
The ban is part of a continuing
Brown Univcr=ity effort to address
hea!ch and safety concerns surrounding toba~co use, administrators said.
The new restrictions spedfically
target existing tobacco use in
University housing units and th::
smoking section of the Ratty.
"\Ve can"t ignore the effects of
second-hand smoke [as a] health
concern for the commu:1ity ior] the
danger of fires," said Janina
Montero, vice president for campus
life and •:i1dent services.
The process that led to the
Office of Campus Life's decision
began during pj,ents Weekend last
October, l'v1ontero sairl, when parent; expressed concern to Interim
President Sheila Blumstein regarding smoking in the Ratty. In
respome, l\fontcro said Blumstein
asked her to lc>ok into the possibility of ~make-free buildings on campus.
Donald Desrochers, director of
residential life, said he too has
"raised the [smoking] issue for the

past three or four years" in response will be effective next semester.
to a growing amount of public
"This is just a pclicy change,"
health information and increasing said !'.ate Wolford, project director
demand for smoke-free University for the Office of Campus Life and
Student Services. Wolford said no
housing.
The issue came :o a head during . campus_cfu_cussion is necessary for
a Residcnti.tl Council (ResCouncil) the alteration-of clean air policies in
meeting in D-:cembcr, when the residence halls or dining facilities.
council voted 9 •o 1 "to make all of
Desrochers said he a~rces that
the interiors of dorms smoke free" this issue is "not something that is
and included a recommendation, going to be: thrown on the table."
Brown would not be the first
although not directly under the
Council's jurisdiction, "to make all university to ban smoking from its
University spaces smoke free."
residence halls. Schools as varied as
"No one really wanted to say that Harvard College, Oberlin College
you can't smoke in your own room," and seven of the 11 Big Ten universaid Andrew Lorn '02, chair of sities have implemented or will
RcsCouncil. •r don't want to be bk- implement residence hall smoking
ing away people's right to smoke, bans by next fall.
[but] I feel wor~c telling someone
In general, institutions' responses
you have to have a headache all d;i.y." to the issue have varied.
Lorn said RcsCouncil also based
Some ~chools, such as Yale
its recommendation on the incendi- University, Princeton Uni,·ersity and
ary haza,ds of burning tobacco,
Dartmouth College, maintain reguCasey Marks '02 offered rhc only lations that arc similar to Brown's
dissenting opinion on RcsCour,cil.
c;-.,rrent policy, prohibiting smoking
"It might be the right decisi<.n," in all public areas but allowing
he !aid, but "the decision wa., made tobacco use in rrivatc dormitory
rooms. Other schools, like Cornell
really hastily."
Marks said RcsCouncil's deci- University, arc more relaxed :ind
sion to take "away the right of peo- allow smoking in common residenple to smoke in their own rooms was tial areas as long as these areas are
based on mere speculation" and a "appropriately ventilated."
more in-depth study was necessary
While unh•ersitics such as
for :1 responsible recommendation.
Antioch University have cmhraced
Despite differences in opinion, the idea of segregating smokers in
Montero said the proposed changes dorms, Lorn said residential segrc-

gation of smokers would create poor said Elizabeth Speaker '03, adding
living· co:1ditions and cause ti-at dorm rt>0ms are people's "own
increased damage to University private space• and should not be
impinged upon by the University.
property.
In addition to health and safety
Other students did not ~ec any
issues, a desire to influence student merit in the new policy.
"I feel that if perple arc smokers
behavior is integral to many universities' smoking policies.
that is their own personal choice,"
John Richard, regional_ executive said Gary Sprague '04.
tor advocacy media of the American
Sprague docs not view secondCancer Society ir, Rhode Island and hand smoke as a threat to his health,
southeast Connecticut, advocates and said people who sit in the
residence hall smoking bans foe Ratty's smoking section "and don't
smoke obviously don't mind" the
behavioral rca:ons.
"It is so important for campuses current policy.
The new policy would include
to adopt regulations to make it easier for people who don't ,vant to •the addition ofinappropriatc smoksmoke not to smoke,w Richard said.
ing to the list of punishable offenses
the
"Tobacco companies arc aggres- in
student
handbook,
sively targeting college students," he ·ocsmchcrs said. He said the
said, and universities need to take "a University will rely on "peer
!cadcrship role" in protecting their cnfocccment" and Brown University
Police and Security efforts to
students.
Student reactions ran the gamut. enforce the new regulation.
To case the transition to smokeSome students fully agreed with
the University's decision.
free dorms, the Unh·crsity is also
"There arc people in my hall who · planning to provide program5 on
smoke, and it makes me nauscous,w smoking cessation and general
said Lauren Wier'04.
,
health cc!ucation, Montero said.
.
The smoke gets everywhere, an<l
In addition to the policies prothere 3rc buns on the floor, she sa:d. posed by Campus Life, the
"It's disgusllr,g."
University is also locking into
Other students acknowledged smoking bans for faculty and staff .
the need to ban smoking in the spaces as part of its drive to make
Ratty bl!t disagreed on the necc;sity Brown buildings entirely smoke
of a ban in private dormir,::ry rooms. free, Montero said.
"It's no fun to cat ,Yith smoke;,"

• 1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms
• Spacious Floorplans ·
• Corporate Apartments
• Furnished Apartments

Free weights
Nautilus
Cardinvascu/arequipme.'1l
lVhirlpool
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Racquetball and basketball court
Outdoor swimming p110/
Outdoor sand volleyball court
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Get in the game: Students play a game of basketball'nearlhompson Point Each University-appro·ved Housing area offers students unique differences.
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"I like it there anyway because you get to cook
your own food and [in some. way] you save
money," Flores said.
Flores said the worst thing about the apartment he lives in is the walls.
"The apartments have a really thin wall, you
can hear everything that your neighbors are
doing and talking about," Flores said.·
Overall, Flores ::dmit5 that he does not have a
major problem with the apartment. He also liked
the fact that it was close to campus.
"I just wanted to get out of the dorms," said

Matt Allen, a· senior in criminal justice from
Pana.
Allen lives with four roommates :n
Mcadowridge Apartments. He said that the
apartment i~ much better than the dorms and he
gets al?ngwell with his roommates. Theb~d side
ofliving in Meadowridge he admitted, is the distance from campus.
"It's east of Brush Towers and.all my classes
arc on the West side of campus," Allen said
While there are many choices of places to live
in Carbondale either on -:ir off-campus Allen said
that his complex was just right for him.
"There's really nothing spectacular in this
town, but I do thi,1:. Meadowridge is one of the
best places to live," Allen said.
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rend h
s more
men in colleges
BETSY CAHILL
KNIGHT-RIDDER NewsrArERS

Sharon Tebben cm' remember a time when there
weren't many women on college campuses.
She w:is one of only a few \vornen chemistry majors in
a class of mostly men in the late '60s at Iowa State
University in Ames, Iowa. "I very much felt unusual in
those classes," said Tebben, now dean of Northern State
University's School of Education.
Today, women arc making up greater and greater percentages of students at colleges_and uni\-ersities around the
country.
According to U.S. Census Bureau figures, more young
women arc completing high school and college, compared
. to their male counterparts. The figures are part of a
Current Population Suf\'Cy, an annual survey taken each
spring, and not part of Census 2000. O\-crall, women make
up about 51 percent of the population, or 140 million.
There arc about 136 million men.·
The Census Bure:m estimates that 89 percent of young
women - ages 25 to 29 - have completed high school.
Eighty-seven percent of men that age have a high school
diploma.
At the college level, 30 percent of young women have
degrees, while 28.pcrcent of young men do.
Since 1979, women have represented the majority of
college students. Nationwide, about 56 percent of those
enrolled in college are \VO men. At Presentation College, 79
percent are women. About 63 percent ofNSU students are
\vomen.
Erika Tallman, who began teaching at NSU part-time
in 1982, has seen the number of women on that campus
grow. She's now a professor of biology, executive assistant
to the university president, dirc.."ts the office ofinstructional services· and was recently named interim director of
statewide c-leaming. She, too; notes an increase in the
number of women colleagues.
Tebben, who taught chemistry at PC for many years
and has been at NSU for nine, said most students she's seen
on.campus during that time are \VOmcn. When she was a

WARD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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student at Iowa, men in her classes studied together, le.wing her on her own. Having taught more women than
men, she observed that women were more Qpen to including men. "\Vomen tend to be much more collaborative and
interested in Working together. There _doesn't seem to be
any animosity between the genders."
Nationally, women were awarded 57 percent of master's
degrees, 44 percent oflaw degrees and 41 percent of medical degrees in 1997, the most recent }"Car cited by census
officials. But despite narrowing the education gap, women
arc still making less than men.
The average income of a woman working full-time,
)'Caf•round was S26,300, only 72 percent of the median
income for a man - S36,SOO.
"In some cases, it could be discrimination," Tallman
said, adding other factors could be invoh-cd in tl1c wage
gap. Those include a tendency on the part of women to b.e
less aggrcssi\-c in salary negotiations and being primary
. caregivers for children. 'TI1e latter limits the ability to move
around for competitive sala.-ics and gives a disad\·::mtage in
years of service.
But Tallman also said the increasing numbers ofyoung,
educated women may be a sign of things to come.
Generally, societies with high percentages of educated
women have lower infant mortality rates and smaller families. "Education is a powerful thing. It allows you to ha\'C
the kind of life you want to have." American News Photo
by Steven R. Wolf Education 2000: Sharon Tebbcn, left,
·and Erika Tallman are administrators and educators at
Northern State University in Aberdeen. Both say they've
seen an increase in the riumber of women on campus.

O'IHERINfERFSilNG FACTSABOlTfWOMEN
- About 61 percent of women age 16 and older were
in thr civilian labor force in March 2000.
- The median age at which \VO men first married was
25 in :.998, up from 20.8 a generation ago.
- There were approximately 15.3 million \VOmen
living alone in 1998, double the number in 1970.
- In 1998, about three in 10 households, or 30.2
million, were maintained by women with no husband
present.

~er the hearing, Taylor said he was disappointed but
not shocked at the judge's ruling. He said this WJS another
step in changing government and that it takes time.
"This has been an honest effort, we are leaving no stone
untumed,"Jaylor said.
Ford said they will~ appealing the decision :is soon :is
. they get everything in order. He said the appeal process will
not affect this upcoming C:ection.
·
Ford said there arc still several options left to change the
system. The courts are the first step and the next step is the
legislature. If the ward system is not passed in April, then
they could take the issue to Federal Court as a civil rights

The judge said he could not issue a statement because
the matter had not been presented properly. Recd said
Ford's opinion was not based on statutes and therefore the
request was not appropriate.
City Councihvoman and Electoral Board member
Maggie Flanagan was at the center of the second hearing.
Ford and Taylor objected to Flanagan's role on the
Electoral Board because she was running for re-election at
c.ase.
the same time :is the refr..-endum \VOuld be on the ballot.
· Kimmel dismissed the second is~ue \vithout hearing
In Springfield a similar case was brought to court when
from either side. In his ruling the judge stated that the citizens challenged the at-largr.: system. Springfield was
court has the right to review decisions of the electoral ordered to change its system to a ward system.
bo:ird. But the issue at hand was not a decision of the elec- • Taylor said he and Ford arc going to begin canvassing
campus to raise support for their referendum.
toral board, and therefore was not presented properly.

Can .you expect

He would
h~ lost
without
you.
Humane Society of
Southern Illinois
Carbondale
·(618) 457-2362
C.A.R.E. Carterville

(618) %5·5304
Kluges Pope Co:.:my
(618) 672-4741

a train to be
3 credits, Fall 2001
T & TH 3:35 pm-4:50 pm
on time in
Switzerland? Find out what lies behind the words
of people in different cultures,
domestic and international, and
how.knowledge of cultural attitudes
11 IIU'I
· can avoid misunderstanding.

'''

Enroll' in FL ·202 for this. Fam
· Introduce yourself to a world of
· possibilit;es in any major.
Find out where your major can take you.
Gain experience and develop international skills while
interning in another country. This course can prepare
_
you for any International experience.
For more inform3tion, contact:
Eugene Timpe or Brooke Thibeault, Foreign Language and
International Trade at 453-5431 or bhht@siu.edu
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Three Minnesota college
students kiHed in car crash,
BILLY O'KEEFE
TMSCAMPUS

Three Minnesota college srudents were killed and
two were injured this weekend when a car traveling the
wrong way on an interstate highway collided with their
vehicle.
The srudents, who attended St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Minn., were traveling to New Orleans to
volunteer at an elementary school during spring break,
said Greg Kneser, dean of srudents at St. Ola£
Two students, 19-year-old Christopher A. Hoppe
and 19-year-old Anna K. Bonde, died on the scene.
Sarah E. Heitman, 20, died at the hospital.

Nick Brown, 20, and Ethan Steinkraus, 19, suffered
minor injuries, police said.
State police said that the students were traveling on
I-55 near Springfield, Ill. at 1:06 a.m: Sarurday when a
vehicle, traveling north in the southbound· lanes, hit
them head-on.
The driver of the wrongsway vehicle, 25-year-old
Brandon L. Hmst, faces "several" traffic and criminal
charges, said police, who offered no additional details as
of Monday morning.
St. Olaf students rerum to campus next week, said
Kneser, who added that an e-mail message has been distributed to all members of the community in regards to
a planned memorial service for the srudents.

News

Yale fires professorcharged
with child pornography
BILLY O'KEEFE
TMSCAMPUS

A Yale University professor who
one year ago pleaded guilty to a pair
offederal child pornography charges
has been fu:cd from the university,
Yale President Richard Levin
announced Sunday.
The revocation of professor
Antonia C. Lasaga's tenure marks
the first time Yale'~ University
Tribunal Panel has recommended·
the termination of a tenured professor's service.
. Lasaga had been on leave since

the charges originally Sllifaced in
November 1998.
Levin said that Lasaga informed
him'that he plans to appeal the decision.
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APTS, HOUSES, & TRAILERS,
nowleasing,closetoSIU,fum,no
pets, 529-3581 or 529·1820.

•t~;~;~'.~~SS~~,;,!~a•

BEAUTIFUL EFFIC APTS

$650, wlrudders/paddles, 964-9219.

~~\!~~P~~~:~:~v~~~=~~·

LEARN TO SHOOT, NRA basic pistel class, April 20, 2I, $25/person964 184 1

en, 529-5881.
BRAND NEW, 1 bdrm at2310 SIL,

_ca_n_M_·_·1s_c_·e-l-la_n_e_o_u_s__ 1 :~: ~

~~~e~e,;~~:~~;;'.

8194, 529-2013, Chris B.
,NEW AAA MFG, 1611 X 75 In flat
bed utmty trailer, 4 It ramp, 2 X 6
treated floor, dual axial, electric
•brakes, $2000 or obo, 684-6838.

BRYANT RENTALS, NEV/ 2001
· · • rental fist out at our olfice, 508 W
Oak on porch, 529· 1820, 529·3581.
CAMBRIA, 10 MINUTE drlvo to SIU,
1 & 2 bdm: elllelency avail, $220$230 per mo, 618-997•5200,
rcstanley.netfirms.com

&t®MdhMit(I
Rooms

C'OALE AREA. BARGAIN, spa•

-PA--A~K~P~LA--C~E~EA~S--T~.$--2~00-a_nd_u_p_ I ~:i1s\~ :i~8~~~ots, call
per mo, rurro, util Ind, International,
grad, some avail now, laundiy on
COUNTRY SETTING, s ml from
site, call 549-2831.
SIU, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, avail lmmed,

SC"HOMORE & UNDERGRAD
tum apt, room enough tor 2,3.or 4.
See and compare our size and lay•
out before you lease! 607 E Park
Street, Apt 115, manager 549-2~5.

FALL, 4 BLKS lo campus, 2 bdrm,
weD•kept, air, wld, no pols, lease,
529-7516 or 684-5917.

Houses
STARTING FALL. AUGUST 2,01
6-305, 306 W College, 106 S Forest,
3101 W.Cherry, 324. 4C3 W Walnut

SPACIOUS STUDIO, FULLY tum
Apts near campus, ale, cable ready,
laundiy facilities, tree parking, waler
& trash removal, SIU bus stop, man•
ager on premises, phone, 54_~-6990.

s

·s

s Bed: 505 Ash, so1 Hays,
321,406,802 WWalnut

4 Bed: 501 S Hays, 207 W Oak,
SPACIOUS, 2 BDRM APT, tum or
503,505.511, S Ash
untum, ale, must be neat & clean,
321,324,406,802 WWalnut
quiet residential area Close to cam•
8
-:~-s•-:-1~-:-:-•TT_'-~-·A-N-,n-ea_r_ca_m_•- 1 ~;gT,\~3~~~~g~ ~;e;;,~~~s~ Ash
pus, ample parking. as low as
$210/mo, call 457-4422.

EFFIC APTS, FURN, near campus,
laundiy facility In building, as low as
$205/mo, call 457--4422.

Ffoommates

GREAT LANDLOAor 1 & 2 bdrm,

1
1
-AOO_M_M-ATE_N_E-ED_E_D_A_SA_P_,-,,-oo· . ~~~'.'!i~1rl:fi.i:t11 :~~i;i.!\~:.ark, no
sq II duplex, quiet, safe, clean,
$100lmo plus ulil. call 529·9150.

1 BDRM APT, Old Route 13, water
& garbage Incl, unfum, $350/mo,
avaif 05115, 529·2954 or 351-6045.

LG 2 ROOM apt on Oak St, reccent•

ly remodeled, wood floors, shady
~ard, $265/mo, no pets, 549·3973.

~~~~~~•

~!C:

-~~:
~!~re&
SUBLEASE AVAIL FOR summer,
Hillcrest, nice ap~ great locallon,
c/a, no pets, resldentlal area, Aug 1
4
4 57 50 75
s_2_01_mo:_.__ _ ·__ _·_ _ _ _ $375-$410/mo, 684•3557 PM only!
1

SUMMER SUBLEASE MID MayAug 4, veiyele3n studio, 10 min lo
r.ampus, 549-8765.

---------•

SUMMER SUBLEASE, 1 bdrm,
. $350/mo, waterlnel,elose lo cam•
pus, call 351·8047.

SUMMER SUBLEASERS;Close to
campus, May through August, 2
bdrm house, S500/mo, 549-8274.

Apartments
--------RENTING FALL• AUGUST 2001
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 bdrms,
call 549-4808 (9am•Spm), no pets,
Rental Ust at 503_ S Ash (lro_nt door).

LUXURY ONE BDRM apt, rum,
near SIU, ale. w/d Inapt, B•B-0
grills.starting $400/mo,457--4422.
'Nia\Y 2 & 3 BDRM APTS, 2 blka
from Morris Library, 516 S Poplar,
605 & 609 W College, tum, ePj)et,
ale, 529--3561 or 529•1820.
NEW 2 BDRM apts, 51.4 S Wall,
rum, carpe~ ale, no pets. avail Aug .
2001, 529-1820 or 529-3581.
· NEWER 2 3 3 bdrm, new carpet, 2
baths, ale, w/d, fioored attic, 9 or 12
mo lease, Van Awken 529-5881.
NICE 2 BDRM ap~ 112 block lrom
campus, $450/mo, ca~ e29· 1233.
NICE LARGE REMODaED 2 bdrm
apt no pets, Carterville atea,
$550/mo, 985-2451.

i GEORGETOWN, nice, rum1unrum,

I soph • grad, no pets, see display by
appt at 1000 E Grand, 529·2187.

NICE, NEWER, 1 bdrm, 509 S Wall,
0

I & 2 bdrm,· SO.":'le with wld, c/a, quiet area, avail May & Aug, one year
lease, call 549-0081.

;~!~!~m~~-/~;1;it1~;~3~i~

~~;

!~~~/:i

~~':'.1s~:;:"~eled,
$350/mo, 457--4422.

1 BDRM $260-$390/mo, 2 bdrm
$390-$490/mo, no pets, year lease,
dep, 529-2535.

RAWLINGS ST APAr:TMENTS,
516 S Rawlings, 1 bd,m, $300 per
mo, taundiy on slte, 457-6786.

1 BDRM PARTIALLY furnished, 1
block from SIU, $375/mO, $300 de•
posit, call457•5631.
1 BDRM, F".JAN or unfum, ale, Close
to SIU, must be 21, neat & clean,
NO PETS, call 457•n82.
1·2 BDF!M & STUDIOS AVAIL Nowt
Slanina at $210/mo, tum, water &
trash, security & laundiy racli;l1 on
sigld, 250 S Lewis Lane, 457•2403.

402 E SNIDER, 1 bdrm apt ale, water & trash pa!d. ~va,! May 16th,
_15_29
_52_251
_mo_,ca_1
_-::_s_,a_._ _ _
402 E SNIDER, ellic apl, waler &
trash paid, ale, $195/mo, avall May
16th, caD 529·3513.
000 N ALLEN, duplex w/1 bdrm
~pts, c/a, quiet area, $350/mo, stu;~~~'. : :1: 1~r:;~~BI W
Cherry, $250/mo, 529-4657.

w.

NICE 2 BDRM, newly remodeled,
starting at $250/mo, 24 hour main~

Rental Ust at 503 S Ash jlront d90r)

on SIU bus rocta, 549·8000.

!~~.<;-~:.1;;u~~:~~!'. ~'::~~'.cii'i:~~~~~Y:r'U.:1~:f Pop-

549-4808 (9am-Spm) (No pets)

TOWNE SIDE WEST Apts, new 2

~~.. ~~~~~it~ly:~it:;•~lect

lease, $287·$315/bdrm, lawn care,

~~~~~~i.;~':fci7~s~~~I~:
Paul Biyant Rentals, 457•5664 •

~~:~.a~fil:f;.z.!~:si~~ing

o

Visit

....................549·3850......................
1 BDRM UNFURNISHED house,
one block from SIU, $395/mo, $300
deposit, call 457•5631.

~Je~!~~~~:fiaEy:~~~~~ta,
call 549-0081.

!:n~~~'i:i~~~~s~i~~ffi.~~;~.

FA~

M·BOAO 3 BDRM. country. malnt,
yardworl<, water Incl, SG251mo, no
smoking, no pets. call 684·2595.

$$ Gel Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Fam $15-$125 & more per S"rveyt
www.money4op1nlons.com

NICE2BDRM i!en, $590/mo, de•

2 BDRM, LARGE living room &
kitchen, 1315 s Wall, $400/mo, avail
Aug 15, no pets, 549-2401.

WEST SIDE C'OALE on Violet, 2
bdrm. 2 bath, unrurn, c/a, ga,dge,
$750/mo, lease, no pets, references,
l•:nlt 2 occupants, available
Immediately, 529-1540.

2, 3, OR 4 bdrm homo, beautiful
countiy setting, swimming pool prlvl•
leges, ne.u Goll Course, $200 per
room, 529-4808.

lOP C'DALE LOCATIONS, bar•
gain, ,;,:,clous, 2,3,& 4 bdrms, w/d,
some withe/a, free mowing, list In

ATTENTION WORK FROM home
:nail order, $1.500 to $5.00lllmo, call
1·888·'44-6157.

Townhouses

~~ku7,", <;,;>~L\~~/d;.;ila~~

TOP M'00!10 LOCATION, luxury 3

:~:~~o'ci~'fl

747 E PARK, 2 BDRM, GARDEN
window, breakfast bar, prlvate
fer.cad paUo, 2 baths, all appl Incl,
full size w/d, d/w, ceiling lar.s, mini
blinds, cars considered, 5620. Same
noor plan avail at Jaros Lane $580,
2421 S Illinois $580, 457•8194,5292013, Chris B.
GORDON L.N, LG 2 bdrm, 2 master
s~ltes each w/ whirlpool tub: ha:I
tath do~~irs, pa~o. firePl3ca, :'
c:u garag~. w/d. d/w, $880, floor
plan w/out firepta:e & 2 suites,
$820, 457•8194, 529-2013, Chrls B.
NEAR THE REC, 2 bdrm, 4 bath up•

:~~;;,~:~~~~1:!~~~ con-

· : ~ ; : : : : :: : : : ; : ~ ; ; : ·

dep, yr lease, ale, near Al. 13
- • : :··

shop~, no pets, 529•2535 •

WEDGEWOOD HILLS, NEW, 2
brm, 2.5 balhS, div,, w/d. decks,
$350/bdrm. avail May, 549•5596.

2BDRM DUPLEX, Unity•Point
SchOot DIStrlct, established neigh•
borhood, wld hook-up, ale unit, avail
now, 549•2090.
2 BDRM, Cl/', VAULTED ceiling, no
dogs, nice & aulot area, 1 mile s or
town, avail Aug, cal! 549-0081.

May 17th, 529·3513.
3 \ 4 bdrm houses, riear town and

~~c-:•

alc~:zts':ian, from

rm,
·
3 BDRM EAST college, be•m eel•
'ling, remodeled, hdwdlfirs, Close to
. SIU, no pets, $490/mo, 549-3973.
3 BDRM, CIA, wld, full basement,
1305 s Wall, $750/mo, avail~ ·ne 1,
no i:ets, 549-2401.
3 BDRM, H~ADWOOD FLOORS,
ale. large yard, wld, avail now! Call
549•2090.
3 BDRM, W/0, c/a, llreplace, ga-

:!::~u;.
!~~~~~:~~:S;8n1~~~:~:%r
1

~~•. :~~~

~l:~'1.

ceiling,, wiin Insulated, hrdwd/llrs,
1+bathS, no pets, 549·3973.
4, 4 BDRM, SEMI tum, lg rooms, 2
bath, c/a, wld, CDZV, 1+ acres,
fireplace, ni~e. quiet, pets? 1yr lease
August, $68-1 up, 893•1444.
605 W FREEMAN, lg. nice 3 bd:m,
htdwd/llrs, nreplace, $690/mo, 705
N James, 2 bdrm, c/a, garage, new
c:irpet, $470/mo, 529-4657.

APTS, HOUSES, & TRAILERS,
now leasing, clOse to SIU, tum,. no
pals, 529·3581 or 529·1820.
BRAND NEW 2 bdrm, Wld, '1/w,
breakfast bar, ceiling iar.s, ca:hedral
ceilings, nice yd, quiot arer:, ca~s ·
considered, $590, avail June, 529·
2013 and 457-8194, Chris B.

C" DALE NOW renUng May/Aug
newer 2 bdrm, Cedar l&ke area. d/w,
w/d, quiet, grad/professional, $495$545, 893•2726, JlmelCmidwest.net

~

WEDGEWOOD HILLS, 2 & :l t>drm,
$360·$440imo, gas heat 110 pets,
.
549•5596. Open 1·5 pm weekdays.

LOW RENT M'BOAO 2 bdrm house,
couple/grad studen~ no pets. avail
August 1st, $375/mo, 687•0543.

$750/mo, pets neg, 549·1903.

MobUe Homes• 1000 E Park & 905
E Park St (for the cost conscious
studenl)
-

NEEd FunNh1111E? WE'ii Wonk Wi1h You

AvailoDle August 15th, call D.G.
Rentals, 457•3308, 8 am to 11 arr
only.

guide at
http:/11-Mw.dallyemuan.comldawg•
house.html

CARTERVILLE, FOR SALE OR
RENT, new executive homes. of•
tared by build•r, 549-3973.

• HUGE, CARPEIED; IWO BEDROOM APT. WITH MODERN
.KITCHEN AND BATH IN APRIVATE SETTING
• GUEST, LINEN, AND HUGE WARDROBE CLOSETS
* AIR-CONDITIONED
.
* FREE "'EXPANDED' CABLE TV SERVICE
* FREE 'ON SITE' PARKING
• FRIENDLY MAINTENANCE SJAFf ~N CALL 24 HOURS ADAY
HOW MUCH· S42~ 00 ffK MONTH FOR THESE J.!!ill_E
00 !!.rn.RQQM AflARfMENTS filil.f EVERYTHINGf

VISIT
THE DAWG HOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN•s ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE AT
hlli):/11-Mw.dailyegypUan.comldawg•
house.html

2·3 BDRM, c/a, wld. across from
campus, 1004 W. Mill, $600/mo.•

The Dail~~~~i:~sHoon~I~: housing

BRECKENRIDGE APT, 2 BDRM,
unfum, no pets, display 1/4 mile S or
Arena on 51, 457-4387 or 457•7870.

WHAT YOU GET

1

::::::JtJA~~:;',)pAi~~ti::::::

s BDRM- 905 E Park (lg w/ carport)

9

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2 BDRM, air, w/d, BOS W. Walnut,
$530/mo.

BRYANT RENTALS, NEW 2001
rental list out at our oflice, 508 W
Oak on porcII, 529· 1820, 529-35e 1.

805 E Park st

~g~-t~:\~~~:,b~9~ 7~3_Par1<,

406,324,324I,WWalnut

2 BDRM, OUIE r AREA, c/a, no
dOgs; 1 mile West oltown, available
now, call 549-008t.

Olfic~;.~~:-~,~~ ~rlday

:'.;0~~•~:::'i!'~I~ !~~f~lp~:s~7 -

HOUSES FOR RENT

2 BDRM, c/a, wld, 70S W. Walnut,
$550/mo.

1 BDRM, W/0, d/w, carport, deck, •
$525/mo + 1st last mo & security
dep, agent owned, 684·5399.

3 BDRM- 401 S Eason, West Wal.
nut (all util Incl)
1

trash pick-up and lawn care w/rnnt, ,
laundromat on premises. rull•Ume
maintenance, no pets, no ~PPI nee-

1 Bed: 3101 W Cheriy, 207 W Oak,
802 WWalnut, 1061 S Forest

SCHILLING PROPERTY MGMT
Since 1971 .

-40_2_E_S_NI-DE_A_,- bd-rm-a-pt-,- - I ·2 BDRM• 404 W Mill, Autumn Point,
1
$225/mo, water g trash.Incl.avail
905 E Park St {Panc,,Jew), 618 E
Campus
May 1:in, call 529-3513.

HOLLYWOOD, beat Brad Pitt to this
beauurut 4 bdrm house, hrdwdlllrs,
d/w, wld, Van Awken 529-5881.

close to campus, no pets, $250$350 per mo, 529·3815.

Duplexes

1 BDRM• 9363 VI Old Rt 13,806 W
College, 404 w Mill (Hillcrest), 905 E
•
Park St

1060 CEDAR CREEK road, 2 bdrm,
cathedral ceiling, wld hookup, wood
deck, $450/mo, avail now,
·
528-0744, 549•7180.

2 students, $600/mo, call 529·1039. . ~~Ed~~.e,:~~;!\:t:e!~~ 1,'

2 Bed: 305 W College

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 3 bdrm
apt, $2Svlmo, util Incl, call 351·
m9.

Now accepting appllcallons tor
May/Aug 2001
·

LIKE NEW, 2 bdrm, 11 bath, c/a,
new carpet, super Insulation, no,
pets. 457-0609 or 549-0491,
hllp:/lhome.GlobalEyes.net/meadow

FOR RENT, 3 bdrm, hrdwd/ Ors,
good neighborhood, family zoned or

==----------I
STUDI0/1 BDRM, CLEAN, quiet,

TWO BEDROOM APTS, tum, near
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS, cable, park•
1
0

~i ~~! i~igrn~;~~~f~ ,:~g~s.

Sublease

FALL, 4 BLKS to campus, 3 bdrm,
weD-kept air, wld, no pots, lease.
529•7516 or 684-5917.

3 BDRM, c/a, w/d, d/w, veiy nice,
; ~ ~ m campus, 912
Mill,

-SA_L_UK_I_HA_L_L.-C-LEA-~-ro-oms-.-uti-1- I ss50:mo, util Incl, 985-3923.
: Incl, .summer & ran t~ases avail,
$185/mo, across from SIU, cau 529•
3815 or 529·3833.

C'DALE, EXTRA NICE, 3 bdrm, 2
bath, c/a, conlral heat, wld, jacuzzi
tube, $575/mo +deposit, extra storage, 549-2833.

FOR RENT 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 2 kttch•
en, 1,500 sq II, basement, quiet
ar}la, $650/mo, 529-5089.
·

C'DALE AREA, BARGAIN, spa•
clous, 2 & 3 bdrm, wld, carport. free
mowing & tras~. no pets, call 684·
4145 or 684-68&2.
·
c·DALE AVAILABL!: fOil May, 2 &
3 bdrm hr.uses, $495•~50/mo, wld,
air, quiet :esidcnhat neighbOrhood,
call now 549-2833 or 457-4210.

Garden Pa1·k Apartments
607 East Park St. •

3lu

.• Soplwmor~provea
• LuAury 2 bedroom/ 2 bath
apart~ents, swimming pool,· &
laundry facilities on premises
• No pets allowed

Now Rcntin for fa!l 2001

ABSOLUTELY FREE INFOI
Eam onllne Income ·
$2,000-$5,000/mo
www.Homelntemetlncome.com

posit, year lease, w/d hookup, no
pets, ale, quiet area, 529-2535.

:i7~~.:~:~ :ii~~.no pets,
: ~g~-;~ :~:
6862.

ATTENTION:

:~·~:.f,~~o~~.

I _T_O_W_N_E-SI-DE_W_E_S_T-hou-sing-,-

i~~ieA:iNi;;
(8n)392-4338
10

3 & 4 bdrm, partially tum. avail May·
Aug, 12 mo lease, main! program.
2
~=~~~~:,v~le:1
area,

J~~

A_V_O_N-AE_P_S_,S-T-AA_T_F_re-e,-no-qu-o•

tas, no door-to-door, 1·800-898·
2866.

~~=~~~ ~~:ai;c'.~\%r

BAA tlAIDS, PT, will train, e~c pay,
1
~

Paul Bryant Rentals, 457-5664.
WOWI NEW 2 bdrms, 2 car garage,
.. .fenced back paUo, behind Ike ...
Nissan. ~uriy only 1 left, 54 9·38S0.

Mobile Homes

·""''""o,w"8,~~-

......trailer, bus avail, F.ast &West.......
.. .....$175/mo & up!lll Huriy,.tew...:.,,,., ............ avail, 549·3850.::................

1-2 BDRM MOBILE HOP-JES, close
· .toc£mpus,$225•$400/mo,walerl;
~~~~.Included, no pets, call 5-19·
BEL-AIRE MOBILE HOME park,
900 E Park St, C'dale, now renllng

2

2

CRUISE LINE ENTRY-LEVEL, on
board positions avail, great beneri1:<.
seasonaVyear round,
,
cruisecareers.com, 941 ·329-6434.

riF -Allv.!fil!!:
·_fil - .

II

Housinu Needs

l

e

Frrshm.rn 111111 So. phs
Upt,rrclassmrn
Grn,I Stndrnts
C:onplrs

;~:r. •
ll 111111 ili.fil:
'
C::fbondaleHousing.com .
t_!!j Qn the interret 1!!)'

~o~;~~~:~:::'~~t;~,~~1~:
gy efficient, d/w, wld, turn, no

~=~s;:f4~.9am-5pm, M !', or

,A~A~TMtNTS fOR~tNT

I CAll ~l~-J~li
ClOS~ TO CAM~US

PAGE
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f\.1ARCH ~ 1 2001 _

DRIVERS TO ASSIST in deriver> of
mobile homes from factories, homo
weekends, professional, clean ap•
pearance, CDL, good pay wlbene•
549
~:;~ale Sleams Transport,
•

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS needed.
we train, call 549·3913 01 apply In
person at West Bus Sei.icc, Nonh
of Knight's Inn Motel.
SECRETARIA!JBECEPTIONIST FT

--,--------1,POSITIONavall lo1fast growing,
FAMILY EDUCATION SPECIALIST quality oliented dental practice.
Family literacy program seeks to fill
Dental knowledge & compute, exp is
FT/seasonal position, Jnvolves lacill• a plus, will train. Forimmed consid• .
tatlng :md providing family Meracy
eration please lax resume to 618·
services to migrant fdmilies In Cob•
687• 1333 or mall to P.O. Box 278,
!eu~~~i:;:~~.~~~~~~n,.9~~:1n,~,.

Murphysboro, IL 629~6.

Ed tasis and work some weekends.
Min $10.07/hr, 0.0.E., E.O.E. Send
resume to Project Max, 128 N Wal·
nut, PO Box 619, Princeville, JL
61559.
·

SMOKERS EARN QUICK
SPRING BREAK CASH
EARN S200-S3D0
Participating lr, smoking iesearch.
Women & Men smokers, 18·50
years old, who quafily and complele
\he study, are needed to participate
In smoking research. Qualifications
determin•'.' by screening process.
Call 453-3561.

---------1
Fraternllfes-Soroltles

Clubs-Student Groups
Eam $1,000-$2,000 tt>Js semester
w/lhe easy Campuslundralser.com
three hour fundralsing event. No
sales required. Fundralslng dates
are filling quickly, so .:all today! contact Campuslundralser.com at
(888)923-3238, or visit
(www.campuslundraiser.com)

-M-AK_E_Y_O_U_R-SU-~-IM_E_R_C_OU_I_IT_•WORK AT CAMPI 2 Beautiful Girl
Seoul camps near Nashvllle, TN

~t~~~? ~g~~:~~~\LIFE-

HEALTH CENTER STAFF. Make a
difference in a girl's lifel Mu_st Jove
wol1<ing in the out-of-doors with chil•
llrer.. GOOD SALARY, FREE
RM/BRO & TRAINING. Internships
welcome! Contact: Kelly See 800·
395-5318 ext. 317 or ksee@girl•
scoulsofcv.org for information.

IF YOU KNOW a girl from ED•
WARDSV,LLE named Joe;, please
have her contact ma at KINDERSCHWAG@CS.com, ASAP.

_,

FEMALE NEEDEJ part time lo( personal care assistant & 1ight h~us,,keeping, call 457-2027 tor ·d_(!Ja_ib

. GIANT CITY
STATE PARK LODGE
has the lollovJng positions open:
Cook & Dishwashers
Servers & Hostess
We otter the opportunity to tum top
pay ln an environment found no
where else In s~ulhem Illinois.
Call us at 457-4921.

•A BABYTO CHERISH' Fun loving,
stay at home Mom and devoted
Dad are committe:I to open adoption
and a nfelong relationship with you.
We know this Is not an easy deci•
slon or call, but we hope you will
give us the ~hanc-" !<> gel to know
each other. EXPENSES PAID.
CALL LORI & PETER 1-800-561•
1174 CODE62.

WANTED HOSTESS, Apply in per·

son, mu·s1 have some lunch hours

avail, PT, Ouatros, 222 W Freeman.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL for
mailing our circulars, lree info, call
202·452-5940.
ATTENTION COMPUTER USERS:
. Tum Your PC Skills into Cold Haro
Cash, Call 877-230·4639 For Details, Request File #800.
EARN EXTRA MONEY w/catalog
sales, flexible hours, no quotas, possible travel, call now, 529-4409.
1

~:~~~~~-~~~:~:~;.n~~:l~US

, .

outdoor main!, hauling, yarn work, I
do ii all, Perry's Handyman Service,
lair rates, 549-2090.
Publish Your Work For $1,295.
Textbooks, Novels, and More, Call
.- FirslPublish, Inc at 888•707-7634 or
visit: \\WW,lifStpubrish.com

ATTENTION: READY FOR that
sy,imsuit? Lose 20-4001bs w/safe el•
Nanny Opportunities I Eam money
fective program, 618-476-1 B55, or
while experiencing another area of
visit www.slim2.com
the country. Immediate placement
MAIDS TO ORDER, Home cleaning
opportunities available with compell·
tive salaries for one year commilservice, Now accepting new clients
m~nt. Childcare expelience and en• · in the Carbondale area, call now,
lhusiasm a must. Eam $250-$500
549-6811.
per week, plus room, board, and air• •
fare. Call goNANI at 1·800·937-NA·
NI, for addiiional infotT'lation.
--N-OTI_C_E_O_F_P_O_sm-oN-- I ~~?e:!a~~tf;to~~o:;f::~td.
Driver Education Teactier
er, for more info write: PO Box 231,
Carbondale Community High School : M'boro, JL 62966-0231 or email:
~~s/~~la~v:~~~~~~~r•t~~~s

lamlfyhlsiory62966@holmail.com

2002 school year. Secondary Illinois
teaching certificaUon In the area or
ur.ver education is required. Appliet'•

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic. He makes house cans,
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393.

~~~;~~~t':a'r~~e,::;ts ~r\::~pafs
Office, 200 North Springer Street,
Carbondale, or at Iha District 165
Administrative Center, 330 South
Giant City Road, Carbondale. Com•
plated applications and supporting
materials should be submitted 10:
Mr Steven R Sabens, Superintend·
ent, Carbondale Community High
School District 165, Adminlslrallva
Center, 330 South Giant City Road,
Cart>ondale, IL 62901. Applications
will be accepted until the position ls
filled. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNliY
EMPLOYER.
NOTICE OF POSITION
Head Foolball Coach
Carbondale Community High School
District 165 is accepting applications
for Iha position of Head Football
Coacn for the 2001-2002 school
year. Applications may be picked up
at the CCHS-Centrat Campus Princi•
pars Office, 200 North Springer
Street, Carbondale or at the Distlict
165 Administrative Center, 330
f'oulh Giant City Road, Carbondale.
Completed appll.;;.tions and supportir,g materials should be submit·
ted to: Ms. Vicky King, Athletic DI•
rector, Carbondale Community High
School, 200 North Springer Street,
Carbondale, IL 62901. For additional
information or questions, contact
Ms. Vicl-:y King at 618-457•3371
tension 239. Appllcallons will be accepted until the position Is filled; AN.
. EOUALOPPORTUNtiY EMPLOY·
ER.

ex•

. TIM'S TILING, ceramic me installa·
'tion, floor, wall, backsplashes, reasonable rates, 529·3144.

-

.

.,.

--

READING TUTOR FOR charismatic
• 8 year old, bl-weekly, diagnosed dis•
abled, good pay, 549-0951,
RESIDENT ASST FOP. STEVEN·

!;~:C~:!::'~.:~~~~o~;?i~J~~
RETAIL CLERK, MUST be 21, exp
perterred, apply in person, Warehouse Uquor Mart, 829 E. Main SL

--.- - - - - ~ - - - - -

-

-·

-

-·-

•. Jll®~JES

'

·-FO-R

.. TWO· BEQROOMS
508 N .. Car,ico
91 l N~- Carico
· 404 W. Cherry Ct.
410 E. He·ster
612 S. Logan
9.08 W. McOani<?I
919 W. Sycamore

FOUR' BEDROOMS. 609
l 04
503
· 507
509

N,.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.13 S.
610 s~

Allyn
Forest
Hays
Hays
Hays
Hays
Log8n

6299 Old Rt. 1 3
506 S. Washington
1

'THREE'BEDROOMS
. :. SQ3·N~ Allyi:,
_408 S. Ash
406, W. eherry Ct
1 15 S. Forest
401 S. James.

1

1

PROGRAM ASSISTANT FOR Day
Training Program serving adults with
severe and profound developmental
disabilities. High SChool/GEO, ab'My
to lilt 50 lbs, Police Background
Check required. $5.50-$5.75/hr plus
excellent fringe benefits. Apply to
START, 20 N 13th, Box 938, Mur•
physboro.

.,

.611 W. Kennitott
: 903 S. Linden
·906 W. McDaniel
407 E. Mill'
. 408 W. Oak.
l 305' E:. Park
913 W. ·Sycamore
, .1 68 Watertower Dr

FIVE ~ SIX BEDROOMS
300· E. College
507 W. ~allege
305 Crestview
208W. Hospital· Dr_402 W. Oak.

CALL52~~7111,
For More
Information

COMICS

LI I\ 1·i.: 1

~

_,
by Bob Hewitt

Masked· Dropout

by Garry Trudeau

.Doonesbury
BAYBE

~~P

r tx )

MUJYP

:t

TOTIPE

}

r

(

,r -r I r
FISHTE

Volgogr~J & Sou!hern
·Illinois Symphony Orches~as ·

·\.

Shryock Auditorium
Tuesday,April 10, 7:30pm
$]5 Children 15 and under $10
Box Office Hours: 10am - 3pm
To charge by phone,~ 618/453-~TS(2787)

SiU

SCJunmH=l.fltaYDSm'
This event is "'J'l"Wd,inpart,by a grant from the Illinois Artsconncil,
a state agency,m partnership with the Na!ioC!!EiJJowmait for the Arts.

DA11.v Eovrr1AN

.....

SPORTS

,omentum ·s .
Another momentum-builder may arise from sophomore
outfidder Sal Frisella. Frisdla, a St Louis native and product of St.John Vianncy High School, is looking forward to
CUNT HARTING
returning rock home ·to face the Billikcns.
DAILY EGYl'TIAN
"I'm going back home for the Mt time," Frisella said.•]
almost went to SLU. I will have a lot of friends and rdatives
The Saluki baseball team, reeling after dropping three of at the game. It's almost like a home game for me."
their opening four conference games, i.• looking· tow:utl ·
Frisella is looking forward to reuniting with Billikcns
today's game against non-conference foe Saint Lou:s head coach Bob Hughes.
.
University as a chance to regroup.
· "I've known coach Hughes since I was a kid," Frisella
The Salukis (7-12) find thcmsdves with a perfect said."Itwillbenicetoscchimagain.Hopcfullywcwillbeat
opportunity, as they face the struggling Billikcns (9-9} who them."
have dropped four of their last five games.
The Saluki.s enter today's game in eighth place in the
The Salukis have dominated the Billikcns in past years, Missouri Valley Conference with a conference record of 1holding a 43-5 edge. Dut according to SIU associate head 3. The Salukis arc led offensivdy by third baseman Luke
coach Ken Henderson, the Salukis will not be taking the Nelsonwhohasa.318 ba~ng:iveragc.JuniorsccondbaseBillikcns lightly.
·.
man·Dane Kerley is second with a .311 batting avenge.
"They always seem to play us well, they
be decent,•
The Billikens enter the game in ninth place in
Henderson said.
Conference USA with a (1-2) conference record. The
Henderson looks forward to the game as a chance for . Billikcns arc led offensivdy by senior designated hitter
the Salukis to regroup before jumping back into conference Mike Orrico with a .371 batting average. The Billikcns
action this ,veckcnd.
pitching staff is led by junior Ben Hutton, who has a 4.05
"We need to execute and do things better than we have ERA in 40 innings.
.
·
in the last·scven games,~ Henderson ·said. "Our pitchers
The Salukis share a common opponent with the
need to throw strikes, and. wc. need to tighten up our Billikcns this year. Both teams have faced 1i1e University of
defense."
·
Alabama-Birmingham. The Salukis won two of three from
Henderson hopes the recent 9frensivc output will cany UAB, while the Billikcns dropped two of three to the
over.from the past weekend where the Salukis mounted 23 Blazers.
runs in four games.
·
··
The Salukis will return to conference action on Friday
"Hitting is contagious, you build off of the confidence,• hosting the Northern Iowa Panthers at Abe Martin Fidd.
·
Game time is set for 2 p.m.
·
.
•
.
Henderson said.

~aseball team looks to rebound

a~~o
o~io

,,ill

Evangelical.Lutheran
Church in America

Ma. Calvary Lulheran Ch~ch

· Sunday School: 8:30a.m.
Wol'l!hip:
9:30a.m.
Senices are inlerpreled £or ·
the hearing impaired,

114 S. Ook Sa.

ter fish that jump <NCr thew.ill.
.
.
"But those gators won't dare crossing tliat thing,• he !>:lid of
the fu:shwater reptile.· •· ·
.·
·
Down the~ four Hispanic men wm throwinglaigcnets ·
change would equate to good fishing luck.
with heavyweights attached to them into the watt:r. They were
John A. Loga.n College O'Neil Auditorium 2000-2001 ·
• But there's no need to get racial with this because Florida is after baitfish. The nets weights_,vere ~cr.ountablc for the louder
.
Performance Serles - Carterville, lllinols,
purely black and white on deeper b~ I later concluded.
· splash:
. ·
..
.
·
preients
•·
We fished mangro'>'C backwatcrs,canals, m=,lakcs and the
They worked their way down towherewcwcxc, ronstantGul£ At one spot, ,ve fished a brackish n\'CI' that headed into · ly pointing in different directions that they s:xw baltfish S\vim·
the Evagladcs. There was a cement weir ~ting brackish · ming.
. ·
water fiom the fidi.It seemed to repn:scnt much more than its , • "You guys getting any?". I asked.
·
cement composition.
.
. · ..
"No, bro. It's :i hit or miss thing," one of them responded.
• On the fresh side, 20-foot gators lounged, eyeing m~· fiicnd · "We're missing."
. ·
.
THE PLAY
and I. We decided.to stiy:nv.iy fiom there. On the brackish side , The four men moved out of sight and distance between
as.peifonned by
of thing;, I repeatedly saw mo:-.ster snook swim by and even a . them and us could be measured by the quieter splashes. ,
Elizabeth Summerlin
manatee.
·
.
.
.
·
·
..·.
..
· · It was the last day of mpacation, and I knew I had .&iled
My fiiend, who is no fisherman, sci,.cd 'tlie ~rtunity to.' : at fishing saltwater on all fionts. · .. ;
. ..
·
his
gear
down\vhcn
an
ddcrly
inan
iroin.Bloomingfun,.:.
Acouple_daysc:ariicr,Ili.,dcaught:x·r11.unbi:iciflreshw.itcr
put
"Htr high energy ptrfonnanu-., aJhletic,
stopped to yap. ·
· · ~ in a roadside canal. The canal w:is full of huge oscar, a
ambitious and brash-, rang true. Tht
. He seemed to know ~1hing, incl~ 'Jfut I already. · tropical fish that you can buy at pct stores.
.
.
audience 11·as mtsrneriz.td."
knc:w - the thing that would pro-.'C· to doom my success, or · · The stupid oscars wouldn't even look 2.t our bait W~ lud
-The Beaumont Enterprise
lack thcrco£.Nasty rold fronts had mOl'Cd into south Florida , towalk up anddown tl1e banks looking for bass, which could
Babe's 1/ometown Paper
twice last week, in effect, screwing up the fishing.
· be identified easily with their white bodies with black stripes
Consistently warm Floridian WC1thcrw:1s rongrucnt with a down their sides. The bass seemed to be outn~ by the
hot fishing bite-a condition that I would not experience.
oscar 100:1. We ,vere real carcful"where wc stepped. Not only
Our old fiicnd looked down at my chrome painted ; ,vere. there fire ants around, but in Florida, you nC\'CI". kn01v
crankbait and nodded side-to-side, n:assuring my fuilurc.
· where a gator could be lurlcing. ·.
·
.
"My neighbor seems to have a lot ofluck with a plug kinda
One of my friends, a Naples resident, rcme.'tlbcrcd the
For additional infonr..ition,
like yours,• he s:iid, "but his is white with a black head. He never · time he was pulling a hefty largemouth bass out of the canal
contact the
111 i n·o is
fails to catch one," he added, noticing that I didn't m\'C a tackle · when a 10 foot gator lunged out of nowhere and bit elf half
Perfonning Arts Bo:-:: Office at 618 box around..
I was in the d:uk..
. . · the fish.
: · · .
•
Smaller fish were jumping all ~ the mu Some jumped ·
"All that w:is left was the head," he described. "I just ran the
Council 985-2828, 549-7335, Ext. 8287 or
·
·
·
'.
· , ..
l-800-851-4720, TIY 985-2752, withinl0fcctofme.Sometimesthesplashsoundcdlouderand hell out of there."
in the distance.
Sounds like the way I_ left the place. SUIC, the sun .was out.·
e-mail activilies@jal.cc.il.us.
. The old man s:iid that gators sit by the weir and cat saltwa~ But it was dark. ·
·
· ·
.. ,qmlopparo,oii,-,mpO)'H

DeSoto, IL 62924
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From fton i01 the sun
to troubDe- at home
SIU men's track and field
team start well in Florida,
return hobbled by injuries
for first.and only home meet
JOSEPH, D. JOHNSON
DAILY EOYl'TIAN

The SIU track and field t= ba.<~ in the
comforting rays of Florida at its lust meet of the
outdO(!r = n last weekend, but will be fon:cd to
deal with a SCUlt
roster filed down
by injuries as they
We decided we
return
to
wanted to go there, C:ubonda!e for its
first
and
only
because we wanted
home meet of the
to get down into·
2001 outdoor seasome good weather. son.
CAMERON WRICKT
It was no coinh..d roach. men', track and fi<ld
cidence that the
Salukis landed in
Tallaha.ssce, Fla.
for the Snowbird Invitational during Spring
Break for their outdoor season opening meet.
"We decided we wanted to go there, bec:iuse
-wr. wanted to get down into some good weather,"
men"s track and field head coach Cameron
Wrig~tsaid.
.
_
_ The Sunshine State mvarded SIU, as great

SALUKI SPORTS NOTES

weather was made C\ien sweeter by some great
perfonnanccs.
·
"We had a good meet down there,• said
\Vright, who was pleased by excellent sho\\ings
from Adam Judge and Joe Ziebert, among others.
Judge c:ipturcd first place with a 178-foot
hammer throw, while Ziebert won the 800 meter
run, barely besting North Florida mnner Jt'SCph
Zepherinus by ,11 seconds ,vith a time of_ 1
minute, 52.47 seconds.
"It was fun," Ziebert said about the weekend
and the 800 meter run. "I was nervous, but cxcit- ·
ed."
SIU has low expectations going into the home
meet at McAndrew Stadium this Saturday.
"We're real thin going into this_ weekend,"
admitted Wright. ~We have scored events that we
won't even have an~y competing in. So, its
going to be kind of tough."
·
Some minor injuries to major athletes could
harm the Salukis more than anything.
"We're thin anyway, but ='ve got Ryan
Hauser, Lauren· King, Kevin Mills ...:.. all three
big-time athletes for us ..:... who \VC don't think
will be competing [this \VCCkend],
"And \VC've got a slC\V of other guys whom
,ve're not going to be able to put in, bcc:iuse of little_ n:,gging injuries. They're going to be fine, but
this weekend ,ve don't rcallywant them to push it
and not be able to go. We don't want to injure
'them more for the rest of the year." _ ·
This Saturday may just be a rough tune-up,
but the rest of the season should produce sunnier
results.
·

COACH
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Stremsterfor, Rexroat awarded with
Weekly Co~ference Softball Honors
For the fourth ,vcek in a row, Saluki senior
•softball pitcher Erin Stremstcrfcr was named
Missouri Valley Conference Pitcher ofthe \ycck.
Senior teammate Amanda Rexroat was named
Offensive Player of the Weck in the Valley.
Stremsterfer ~ now garnered the award
seven times in her c:irccr. Last week, she \vent 20, throwing 23 strikeouts in 13 innings. Rexroat ·
hit 6-for-10 with two home runs, four RBIs and
four runs in last weekend's mies sweep of Drake
University.
·
·
·
Men's tennis hosts Vincennes University
The SIU men's tennis t= faces off against
Vincennes University today at the SIU Arena
T~nrus Courts at 3 p.m.
Today's match will be the Salukis first since
their match against Eastern Illinois University
on March 8, which they lost 5-2.
·
, The Salukis will be in action this weekend
tra\'C~ng to Terre Haute, Ind., where they play
Indiana State University o_n Saturday and Ball
State University on Sunday.
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The South Alabam~ Jaguars went 1213 last year, Whittington's first year as
· ·assistant_ head coach. Before the South
Alabama job, Whittington carried -the ·
same: title- for - five years at Indiana
University, where s~c also served as_ the
recruiting coordinator.
She assumed her first role as assistant
. coach at the University of Rhode Island
and began her coaching career as a graduate assistant at the University of Delaware.
Whittington· played basketball as a
guard at Dillard University from 1985-89.
Dillard's 1987 squad competed in the
_ National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics Regionals.
"She has very good . credentials,"
Ko\\ uczyk said.
Opp took over the program on an interim basis following former head coach Julie
Beck's surprising resignation hcfore the
2000-01 season. Kowalczyk has said SIU's
losing season is not the re:son a national
search has been launched.

ALD HAGLUND - DAILY EGYPTIAN

Freshma·n Sal_uki shortstop Haley Viefhaus slides into second base· during the second
game of a doubleheader against Southeast Missouri State University on Tuesday afternoon. SIU and SEMO split the twin bill.
"You can't do that, you've got to take it one at
time.
"It's rcally, really hard when you give up
two home runs in an inning, you kind of get
'deflated. What I told the team is what we've
Blaylock remains high on the highly-touted got to get better at is realizing that we've got
enough firepower that we can come back.•
fre~hman.
Rexroat, the Salukis' hottest hitter oflate,
"She's a freshman. I say all freshmen,
whether you're a position player or a pitcher, said the second game can be used as a learngo. through a lot of growing t'ains and what ing experience of what not to do in the
you have to do is be mentally tough, and ifshe future.
keeps working hard, it'll be OK," Blaylock
"We know SEMO's a pretty good team,
but we came out kind of flat, they had the
said.
The Saluki s!<lpper wasn't that upset ,vith two home runs, but we still didn't come back
Jaszczak's rocky perfonnancc - she was more with the bats," Rexroat sJid.
"We shouldn't be stmggling [offensively],
. concerned that her offense wasn't patient after
falling behind early.·
·
we've been hitting the piss out of the ball, so
"We got antsy. We wanted to get all three there's no reason to ~truggle. We were J,jnd of
runs back the first inning," Blaylock said. out ofit."
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- Kerri Blaylock, s1u·softban head mach

·

Toronto 4, Kansas City 7
develand 3, Detroit 8

MARCH 21, 2001
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Wfgot antsy. We wanted to get all three runs back the first inning. You can't do that, you've got to take it one at a
.

San Diego 3, Chicago WS 1

Milwaukee B, Chicago Cubs 9

Kowalczyk to
interview women's
basketball coach
candidates
JAVIER SERNA .
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The search for a permanent women's basketball coach at SIU is drawing closer to its
completion.
SIU Athletic Director Paul Kowalczyk told
the .Daily Egyptian he \viU interview. Keila
Whittington, assistant coach at the University
of South Alabama, today. Whitti.ngton will~
also get a campus tour of SIU.
Current interim coach Lori Opp \vi':} be
interviewed Thursday. Opp's Salukis pos:ai a·
7-20 record this year.
· Kowalczyk did not speculate on when a
coach would be named and left open the pos. sibility of other candidates coming to inter- ·
view.
'
SEE COACH PAGE
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TALES FROM THE WOODS

Florida: the
black and. white~·
appendage
I knew there was something vcy,

\'Cl}'

fishy

:'1~~~:\:e;:t;;t!u:"to1;:
A~x HAaLuHo- OA1Lv EoYPTIAN

Senior Saluki Netty Hallahan is about to reach first in Tuesday al\emoon's second g~me of a double-hea.der against s.ciutheast Missouri
State University.
·
·

Softball splits 'With
SIU wins first game 5-0,
drops second 4-0
Tuesday at IAW Fields
COREY CUSICK
DAILY EOYl'TIAN

Erin Stremstcrfer played the role ofSaluki
softball's ace once again in game one, but a
pair of early home runs proved too much to
overcome in Tuesday's second game, leading
lo a split against regional rival Southeast
Missouri Stale University.
Stremsterfer eamcd her 11th win in the
past 12 decisions with a 5-0 first game triumph against the Otahkians, but freshman
hurler Mary Jaszczak surrendered two home

runs in ju~t ·one-plus inning of work in the
second · game' of the doublch:ader, giving
SEMO a 3-0 lc:d that it would never relinquish in its 4-0 game-two ,vin at JAW Fields.
"The first game we played absolutely great,
I thought," said Saluki head coach Kerri
Blaylock. • Erin it, kind of tired, and she did a
good. job holding off a very good hitting
team."

· ·

Strcmsterfcr (11-2) received solid offensive
production from senior center fielder Marta
Viefhaus and senior second baseman Ainanda
Rexroat, who both recorded two hits and an
RBI in game one.
·
Stremsterfcr helped her own c.mse, tripling
in a run in the fifth inning and scoring a few
pitches later on SEMO pitcher Jenny
Doehring's Rick Ankicl impersonation. ·
The. Salukis (15-8, 3-0) also capitalized on
five Otahkian (4-8) C[J?rs in the opening·
game.

E 0

• THE SOFTBALL TEAM RETURNS TO ACTION

ACAINST THE UNIVERSITY OF' NORTf-iERN IOWA
S4TURD4Y 4ND SUND4'1' IN CED4R F4LLS, IDW4.

In game two, though, Otahkian catcher
Renee Enos blasted a two-run homer over the
center field wall, giving SEMO a 2-0 le:id in
the first inning.Jaszczak(l-3) faced just one·
batter in the second inning, yielding another.
home run to SEMO first baseman Reagan
Hamlin. After that; Blaylock opted for some
relief.
·
Tuesday's second game marked the first
time that SIU has been scored on in five con~
tests. ·
Despite Jaszczak's rough . showing,

my three-day Fiorida saltwater fishing lio:nsc.
There were only= measly entries on it
What w:is taking

this man so long, I pondered.
.
Oh yeah, I was in
Naples, Fla., and he's an
elderly man. I was on
his turf; I figured.
• As I eyed the cheesy,
pink pi= ofpaper that
gm: me lawful rights
fish Floridian salt and
brnckish waters, some-· Javier Serna
thlng Clllght my eye.
They apparently DAILY EGYPTIAN· .
needed to know my
. .
·
race, I guess to make it easy for law ·cnfon:ancnt
oflicas
ITU)ilc, I think.
.
.
But then I ieuizc:d the old man had just~
24 j= ,ofmy being Latino with a "W" WKlcr the

to

to citcltlrauds,

.. racccntnr. . .

::c.

· .

, · · .

.

- · - iviydaikskinwasbkcnforap=tan.I was now
No morc pr:judicc. I was looking forward

to

I ~ offthe incident, hoping that ?1)' color
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